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What's on Your Wall?
Spring 2009 / Training

by Dr. Bonnie Devet, College of Charleston

Erasmus as model for modern writing center

Bonnie Devet

For all writing centers, space is vital. What directors have not begged and
cajoled in order to secure a larger room without battered file cabinets and
wobbly desks? Besides physical facilities, space can also reflect administrative
concerns. As Ali Mageebon explains, “Writing centers are academic entities
located in many places as part of an organizational chart,” such as reporting to
a department chair or to the head of an academic support unit (9). Then, again,
space can even mean a “pedagogical framework” or philosophy where
collaborative interaction is the key to learning (Mageebon 9). But as clients
saunter into the center, unpack their glistening laptops, and search for
convenient electrical sockets, they are not thinking about organizational or
pedagogical spaces. They notice something else: the walls.

My center’s walls are, unfortunately, mostly bare, except for a colorful poster
which migrated with the Writing Lab at the College of Charleston (SC) when
it traveled from its old cramped quarters to larger surroundings inside a new
college library. This reproduction of the 1517 painting by the famous Flemish
artist Quentin Massys is distinctive, if not unique, for writing centers because of
its topic: Desiderius Erasmus Roterodamus –better known to history as
Erasmus (1466-1536), the Dutch humanist, noted teacher, and close friend of
the Utopia writer Thomas Moore. In the painting, Erasmus–clothed head to toe
in black with a dashing, crushed felt cap–sits pensively at his writing desk,
books piled high, his pen posed as he looks lost in reflection, awaiting



creativity. Such a portrait of a man who lived in the mid-15th to the early 16th
century would seem unsuitable for modern centers with their long rows of
personal computers and the blue-gray glare of LED laptop screens, modern
machines which Erasmus could never have imagined.

Rebel to rebel, it is easy to see Erasmus as a symbol.

It is true that clients who merely glance over at the wall, think Erasmus is only
an old guy who is not technologically savvy: Writing with a pen! How so not
21st century.

Careful observers, however, notice that he represents something more: this
portrait of “the most famous of Northern humanists” (Kagan, Ozment, and
Turner 369) has come–with no little stretch of the imagination–to symbolize
writing centers, consultants, and even clients.

Writing centers glory in their campus roles as offering an alternative to the
traditional classroom, a place where students can receive one-to-one help in a
non-threatening environment (Harris). Erasmus, too, is known for having
revolted against the established order, in his case, by translating the Bible into
Greek and later into Latin. This rebellious streak, this need to help everyone to
read the Bible, fits keenly with centers who reach out to all clients. Rebel to
rebel, it is easy to see Erasmus as a symbol.

Erasmus at College of Charleston WL with
Molly Lewis and Michelle Byczkiewicz

As well known as he was in his time as a revolutionary, Erasmus was also a
renowned teacher, making his living by tutoring. He taught Latin, wrote short
dialogues in Latin on how to live well (called Colloquia), and even collected
famous sayings to help others live better lives, one of his most well-known
adages being “Where there is smoke, there is fire” (Kagan, Ozmet, and Turner
369). As consultants conduct sessions with clients, I like to think of their being
like Erasmus, that is, teachers who care about their clients, who provide
“adages” (of sorts) about writing like “Write a draft and then let it sit” or “Read
through your paper aloud to find problems,” and who delight in helping others.
Erasmus, then, is a fellow tutor, assisting his students as the consultants do for



their own clients.

But, what probably makes Erasmus’ portrait most appropriate for a center’s
walls is Erasmus’ love of language. Believing that the ability to write is at the
heart of learning (Kagan, Ozment, and Turner 369), Erasmus produced one of
the most well-known books on style: On Copia of Words and Ideas (De Utraque
Verborum ac Rerum Copia), where students were given a sentence, such as
“Your letter has delighted me very much” and were asked to write one-hundred
and fifty variations on it (Erasmus 38). From this exercise, students learned not
only different stylistic flourishes but also the almost infinite variations possible
when a mind reflects on words. Consultants, too, love language and want their
clients to appreciate it as well. Each day, they help clients practice the Erasmus
emphasis on varied expression, asking them to rephrase what is not clear,
leanding students to see the flexibility and sinew of language. Erasmus and
modern day centers instill a love for expression.

So, when a center’s walls speak volumes (as mine are doing), it is
probably time for all directors to be asked, “What’s on your wall?”

There is, of course, a disadvantage to displaying Massys’ painting of the
early16th century Dutch humanist: Erasmus is shown as a solitary writer when
centers stress that writing is a collaborative activity with consultants and clients
engaged, questioning, discussing. Removing the portrait, though, will not do.
For this poster does represent one aspect of creativity. As Erasmus looks up
from his writing, his face shows his mind’s eye focused inward as if to seize the
next thought before it escapes his eager writer’s grasp. How many of the
center’s writers have not also experienced this part of the art of creativity? In
fact, most of us learn not from looking down at the printed page but from
gazing up to muse and ponder, with the artistic eye turned inward. Most clients
must, certainly, feel more at home in the center when another writer –like
Erasmus –is going through this same reflective process, a stage through which
writers usually journey when creating for any audience and context.

Thus, while the portrait of Erasmus as an isolated writer may not necessarily fit
the collaborative model, he is going to hang around. For he has become like a
member of the team, another consultant, unpaid, but not necessarily
unappreciated, with his portrait appearing in many photographs of the Lab’s
tutorials, ever present, ever watchful, rather like the famous White House
Swedish ivy growing over the fireplace mantel in the room where Presidents
and visiting dignitaries sit for photo-ops.

In fact, the more I look at this painting, the more I think Erasmus may be
grinning (just a bit), being mightily pleased that he has become a symbol for
writing centers (which are his fellow rebels), for consultants (who are his fellow
lovers of language and who want to help their clients enjoy the power of style
and expression), and even for clients (who are wrestling with the creative
process). So, when a center’s walls speak volumes (as mine are doing), it is
probably time for all directors to be asked, “What’s on your wall?"
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Dr. Bonnie Devet, a professor of English and Director of the Writing Lab at the
College of Charleston (SC), teaches graduate and undergraduate courses in
writing.
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2009 NCPTW Ron Maxwell Award
Spring 2009 / News & Announcements

The NCPTW Ron Maxwell Leadership Award

Deadline for Nominations: August 31, 2009

The NCPTW Ron Maxwell Leadership Award is given annually to a professional in
the National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing organization who has
contributed with distinction to undergraduate student development through
promoting collaborative learning among peer tutors in writing. The award
recognizes an individual for dedication to and leadership in collaborative
learning within writing centers, for aiding students in taking on more
responsibility together for their learning, and thus for promoting the work of
peer tutors. Its presentation also denotes extraordinary service to the evolution
of this conference organization.

Such leadership may be demonstrated in a variety of ways, including but not
limited to

Â· Building a record of bringing peer tutors to present at the Conference

Â· Giving service to the NCPTW through hosting the Conference, serving as
program chair, leading in the search for future sites, etc.

Â· Fostering leadership skills among peer tutors

Â· Showing evidence of leadership in collaborative learning on the home
campus

Â· Developing innovative peer tutoring programs in the home community

Â· In general, welcoming and meeting new challenges in leading a center
guided by a collaborative learning philosophy
While other aspects of a candidate's professional performance-e.g., work with
professional tutors, writing center research and publication-are respected by
the NCPTW and are surely interrelated, this award is intended to recognize
meritorious work in an area too little acknowledged.

Selection Process: An awards committee (consisting of past award recipients
and Ron Maxwell) reviews nominations and chooses an annual recipient. A
plaque and a $200 cash prize are funded by an endowment from Ron and Mary
Maxwell.

Nomination Process: Send nominations by August 31, 2008, to Jon Olson via
email , fax (814) 863-9627, or a letter addressed to Maxwell Award, Center for
Excellence in Writing, 206 Boucke Building, Penn State University, University
Park, PA 16802-5900. Consult or call (814) 865-9243 for more information.
Please provide the nominee's name, title, affiliation, postal address, email
address, and phone number. This call is to professional colleagues of the
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nominees and to peer tutors. Support the nomination with as much persuasive
evidence as time permits, knowing the importance of helping your nominee
stand out among other deserving nominees.
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Adapting Consulting Practices for Struggling Students
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by Alanna Bitzel, Andrea Saathoff, and Kim Hoffman, University of Texas
at Austin

Responding to the needs of students with learning disabilities

Since 2007, the Undergraduate Writing Center (UWC) at the University of
Texas at Austin (UT) has consulted with over 22,587 students. In the majority
of consultations, the standard 45-minute consultation gives students confidence
in their abilities to produce quality papers and empowers them to feel strongly
about the improvements they have made.

Our over-arching goal is to help students become better writers through non-
directive consultation sessions; however, it may be more difficult to achieve this
goal with a subgroup of students seeking to overcome internal struggles with
the writing experience. Over 23% of the students who utilize the UWC’s
services indicate (by self-report) that they struggle with some aspect of the
writing process.

Upon entering the UWC for a consultation, we ask all students to complete a
short “Intake Form” with basic information about what type of assignment they
are working on and what they would like to work on with their assignment. In
addition, we ask on the form, “Do any of the following affect your current
writing process?” Students can indicate if they struggle with one or more of the
following:

(1) Writer’s Block

(2) Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

(3) Dyslexia (Reading Disorder)

(4) Dysgraphia (Disorder of Written Expression)

(5) Unfamiliar with College Writing

(6) Confusion about Assignment

(7) Unable to Focus on Assignment

Stephanie Wolfe, the Disabilities Service Coordinator with UT’s Division of
Diversity and Community Engagement in the Services for Students with
Disabilities (SSD) office, reports an increasing trend in the number of students
struggling with psychological disorders as well as the complexity of the
disorders these students face (Accessible Attitudes and Awareness: Serving
Students with Disabilities, 2008). As the profile of students on our college
campuses shifts, we can expect the students who seek consultations at the
UWC to reflect these changes.



The purpose of this article is to increase the awareness among UWC staff that
many students struggle with various aspects of the writing process.
Furthermore, many may cope with some form of a learning disability
throughout their academic careers. The UWC would be remiss if we did not
consider that this particular subgroup of students may better respond to
nontraditional consultations. Perhaps the standard format of the 45-minute
consultation without a break is too long for some students, or maybe
communicating with certain students differently would encourage more
improvement in their written work. We propose that consulting practices may
need to be adapted to better serve their needs. Furthermore, gaining a fuller
understanding of the type of struggles many of these students endure could
help both consultants and students have more productive and empowering
consultations at the UWC.

Signs of a Disability

The UWC would be remiss if we did not consider that this
particular subgroup of students may better respond to
nontraditional consultations.

To be diagnosed with a disorder, such as AD/HD or a learning disorder, one
must experience a significant amount of distress and dysfunction in his or her
daily life. A student who is not formally diagnosed may not experience the full
spectrum of problems or the severity of distress as someone who is suffering
from a diagnosis of AD/HD. However, we can expect that he or she will have
similar challenges, symptoms, and concerns, perhaps only to a lesser extent.

According to SSD, there are telling signs that a student may have an “invisible
disability.” These may include: grades not reflecting ability, delayed response
time, slowness in completing work, and poor organizational skills. Students may
also appear to be easily distracted or frustrated, display disorganized thinking,
and have poor short- or long-term memory or difficulty setting goals.

Moreover, many students struggle with both reading and writing. Many of them
have difficulty reading new words, tend to have slower reading rates, and
experience poor comprehension and retention of reading material. Many of
these students also struggle with the writing process and with organizing and
ordering ideas. They also may display local writing problems such as poor
sentence structure, frequent spelling errors, and issues with letter formation,
spacing, capitalization, and punctuation. Many of these students struggle with
changing from one task to another, have difficulty organizing notes and
expressing their ideas clearly (even if they understand the concepts), and have
poor vocabulary and difficulties with word retrieval.

Adapting Consulting Practices

Students with disabilities often experience attitudinal barriers on campus.
Additionally, many of the programmatic challenges they face are more related
to the structure of the University than to the limitations of the student. We at
the UWC must therefore examine our practices to ensure we are creating an
environment conducive to students’ success.

According to SSD, some common barriers students with disabilities experience
are related to the rigidity of the University. Students often find that teaching
and learning processes have always been implemented in a certain way, and
staff and faculty find it challenging to break that mold. For example, many



instructors implement “free writing” assignments to students to encourage
brainstorming during the initial stages of writing. However, this traditional
teaching method can be devastating and not an effective strategy for this
population of students because it is overwhelming to not have guidelines or
structure.

According to SSD, some common barriers students with
disabilities experience are related to the rigidity of the University.

In addition to facing barriers with daily assignments, these students also
struggle with the desire to be seen as equals to avoid the inaccurate stigmas
associated with being a student with a disability and needing special
accommodations. In actuality, students with disabilities are more similar to
their peers than they are different. Simply because a student learns differently
does not mean he or she cannot learn just as adequately or proficiently.
However, because of the stigma related to needing special accommodations, a
student may not self-advocate. More specifically, he or she may not contact the
SSD office or voice specific challenges during consultations at the UWC, and,
more generally, during their academic careers. Furthermore, if students lack
self-advocacy, they may not seek the assistance or help that they desperately
need to succeed in the classroom. â€¨

To clarify, we do not specifically ask students to disclose their disability status
or report any diagnosed learning disability, but it is possible that many students
who report struggling with an aspect of the writing process experience many of
the same frustrations. How can we accommodate and adapt the learning
process to be more effective for students who struggle with writing and may
have a learning disability? The remainder of this paper will discuss methods for
teachers and consultants to help these students succeed with the writing
process.

Pre-Consultation

Our policy at the UWC is to “provid[e] upon request appropriate academic
accommodations for qualified students with disabilities. We will make every
effort to support [a student’s] success with writing projects and . . .
development as a writer.” We also want to work with each student in a way that
fits within the parameters of our work as consultants and is in keeping within
our mission. At the UWC, we work

to help students develop strategies to improve their writing. The
assistance we provide is intended to foster independence. Each student
determines how to use the consultant’s advice. We cannot guarantee
better grades, nor do we proofread or edit essays for students; rather we
encourage students to take an active part in the consultation and
become more confident writers.

â€¨

If a student feels that a standard 45-minute consultation may not meet his or
her needs and requests additional accommodations, we encourage a team
approach between students, the UWC, and organizational resources on campus,
such as SSD, the UT Learning Center, and the International Office. With
regard to diagnosed or possible invisible disabilities, we will ask that the
student first meet with a representative from SSD. The SSD representative will
work with the student to determine how the UWC can be of assistance and



provide documented recommendations to the UWC explaining what
adjustments would be beneficial.

Consultation

Importantly, the “nature and degree of learning disabilities vary greatly among
individuals and so too should the response” (O'Hearn 302). With this fact in
mind, below are some helpful strategies for any consultation and in particular
consultations with students who have self-reported struggling with the writing
process.

Ask a student what he or she needs. In every consultation, consultants should
first review all information on the “Intake Form” and then ask students how
they best receive and understand information. Doing so will give the consultant
an idea of how to approach that particular consultation. The consultant should
also check in throughout the consultation to determine if the approach to the
consultation is working for the student or if a modified approach would be
better.

Provide verbal as well as written comments. Students have different learning
styles — students may be aural or visual learners, or they may learn best
through a combination of aural and visual strategies. Writing down
recommendations or having a student take notes reinforces what a consultant
and student worked on during the consultation and provides a useful checklist
or reference for the student after he or she leaves the consultation.

Move consultations to a quieter location. If a student indicates having trouble
with focus, a consultant may offer to hold the consultation in the back of the
UWC or in the UWC’s off-site meeting room, both of which are quieter locations
that provide greater privacy.

Vary the interaction during the consultation. To help keep a student interested
in and focused on the consultation, a consultant may consider varying reading
strategies (meaning switching between reading aloud and reading silently) or
readers (meaning the consultant and student take turns reading aloud). If a
consultant decides to read silently at any point, he or she can give the student
an activity — outlining a section of the paper, writing down questions, working
on rephrasing a sentence, or reading through a handout — to keep the
attention on the consultation.

Provide breaks during the consultation. If a consultant notices that a student is
having trouble focusing, he or she can ask the student if it would be a good
time to take a brief break at any point to, for example, stand up and walk
around or get water before continuing. Taking a break can give a student time
to recharge and come back ready to work on his or her writing. â€¨

The undergraduate community at The University of Texas is a
dynamic one; as the demographic we serve changes over time, we
at the UWC must continually reassess our role on campus.

Extend the length of consultations. Consultations at the UWC typically last up to
45 minutes. By providing certain students with longer consultations,
consultants can help give them enough time to understand and apply
information.

Use technology. One way to improve the efficacy of a consultation may be
through technology. For example, if a student has trouble with spelling, a



consultant may consider holding the consultation on a computer using a word
processing program that will enable the student to perform a spell check as he
or she writes.

Conclusion â€¨

Creating a dialogue about how best to assist students with learning disabilities
can have numerous potential benefits. As we at the writing center become
increasingly attuned to the needs of this underserved student group, we learn
to avoid traditional assumptions. Many of the strategies advocated here may
benefit even those students who do not report experiencing particular problems
with the writing process. As consultants explore innovative responses to the
challenges of a consultation, they hone their abilities to adapt to the needs of
any student.

The undergraduate community at The University of Texas is a dynamic one; as
the demographic we serve changes over time, we at the UWC must continually
reassess our role on campus. The writing center’s mission includes constantly
seeking to improve our services. Moreover, if many students with learning
disabilities are not speaking up for themselves, we must advocate on their
behalf. We hope that this article will serve as a tool for consultants as they
adapt their practices to meet the needs of the disparate groups on campus, and
that using the strategies outlined here will help writing centers improve the
experience of struggling students.

Online Resources

These additional resources may prove useful for interested consultants,
instructors, and students alike:

Hack Your Way Out ofWriter's Block

Writer’s Block/Writer’s Anxiety

Teaching College Students with Learning Disabilities

The Undergraduate Writing Center

Division of Diversity and Community Engagement at UT
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CFP: Fall 2009 Issue of Praxis: Professionalization and the Writing
Center

Praxis: A Writing Center Journal welcomes submissions on a wide range of
topics related to writing centers for its Fall 2009 issue. We also encourage
submissions on this issue’s theme: Professionalization and the Writing Center.
Writing centers provide their employees with a wide-range of skills and
opportunities for professionalization both inside and outside the center. What
transferable and professional skills do writing centers teach staff, and how is
this training accomplished? Some article ideas include, but are not limited to:

- Methods to promote professional development and investment in the writing
center
- Narratives about getting to a management position at a writing center
- Using Praxis articles in professional development
- Employing writing center skills as a student or as a teacher
- Applying writing center practices in other professional settings
- Writing centers as part of the corporate or bureaucratic transformation of the
university

Submission guidelines:

Recommended article length is 1000 to 2000 words. Articles should conform to
MLA style. Please send submissions as a Word document e-mail attachment to
Patricia Burns and Brooke Hunter at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu. Also include the
writer’s name, e-mail address, phone number, and affiliation. Because Praxis is
a Web-based journal, please do not send paper; we do not have the resources
to transcribe printed manuscripts. Images should be formatted as jpeg files and
sent as attachments.

Deadline for Fall Issue: September 14, 2009

Praxis: A Writing Center Journal (praxis.uwc.utexas.edu/praxisarchive) is a
biannual electronic publication sponsored by the University of Texas
Undergraduate Writing Center, a component of the Department of
Rhetoric and Writing at the University of Texas at Austin. It is a forum for
writing center practitioners everywhere.

We welcome articles from writing center consultants and administrators related
to training, consulting, labor issues, administration, and writing center news,
initiatives, and scholarship. For further information about submitting an article
or suggesting an idea, please contact the editors at praxis@uwc.utexas.edu.
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by Lindsay Sabatino, St. John's University

Taking the time to establish trust

Lindsay Sabatino

A student threw his paper at me demanding that I “fix it.” He could not admit
the struggles he faced with writing and the university, juggling a tough
schedule, feeling disconnected from his peers and professors, and constantly
having his flaws magnified. He did not believe he needed help with his writing
and thought he was unjustly forced to meet with me weekly. By discussing the
demands placed on him both inside and outside the university, we were able to
lay everything out on the table. He needed to vent and deal with other
problems before he could confront his writing. Once a level of trust was
developed, the sessions became easier and we could turn our focus to his
writing. Without taking the time to establish trust, the barriers he constructed
would never have been dismantled. Through our discussions, he realized I was
not only concerned with his writing, but with him as a person.

With the student setting the agenda, the goals of the session
become clear, placing the student and tutor on the same page and
giving the student the power to maneuver the session.

As a tutor, I work hard to make the writing center environment a welcoming
one. A student, like the one described above, will more openly voice his
opinions without fear of being judged if he is comfortable and understands his
writing. In order to have a productive session, it is essential to establish a
rapport with the student the moment he walks in the door. If I had not taken
the time to build a relationship with him, he may not have trusted me enough
to share his ideas and opinions, allowing us then to develop his writing. By
asking the student questions and putting the control in his hands, he becomes
comfortable and empowered. When employing different techniques, balancing
both direct and indirect instruction in a session, the tutor can supply the



student with a toolbox of useful skills to become a more independent writer.

St. John’s University Writing Center at has given me the opportunity to
consider the effects of providing groundwork to empower, establishing trust,
and building rapport with students. While my experiences have shaped the
concepts I am proposing and will be referred to on a one-on-one basis through
the lens of a singular tutor and writer session, they are examples to be applied
to all writers entering the writing center and collaborating on writing. By
creating a more comfortable environment, making it easier for the student to
voice his opinions, and balancing direct and indirect instruction, the student can
become a strong, independent writer.

Setting up a Rapport with Students to Give Them Control

As the student walks through the door, the tutor should be welcoming him. I
always try to greet my students with a smile and inquire about their day. The
students I work with are relieved that I am trying to get to know them and not
jumping right into the stressful reason they are there, the paper. My first goal is
to make each individual comfortable, for each student comes with different
backgrounds and seeks guidance for various needs. By revealing these reasons,
a relationship is formed and bond is built with the student, which eliminates
barriers down the road that may hinder a productive writing session. This
allows the student to gain the confidence to take control of the session knowing
I am there to guide him and not dictate to him.

The tutor should spend time getting to know the writer and explaining the
functions of the writing center. The student learns the tutor’s job is not to point
out all his shortcomings, but to assist him in becoming a strong writer. By
knowing the roles of the writing center he can take full advantage of its services
and utilize them at his convenience. If the student is given a few minutes to
vent about class or his demanding schedule, he can put it behind him and fully
focus on the assignment. Since St. John’s has a diverse population, most
students have jobs, athletics, and/or outside social circles that affect them
daily. Students are not only students. These responsibilities and personal
histories contribute to the student’s responses to an assignment as well as the
tutor. When he realizes the tutor is aware of these factors, the student will be
more likely to lower his guard because he trusts the tutor and will be more
receptive to the tutor’s support. This allows the student to focus on his
assignments, feeling empowered by the relationship that has developed with
the tutor.

When it is time to focus on the assignment, starting with questions and turning
to the student for answers, the student’s responses direct the session and lay
the groundwork for the conference. This gives the student a chance to voice his
concerns. Since the tutor and writer have established a rapport, the student will
trust the tutor with his concerns and have an active role in the process. With
the student setting the agenda, the goals of the session become clear, placing
the student and tutor on the same page and giving him the power to maneuver
the session. Asking the student to explain the assignment gives the tutor
insight into how he perceives it when approaching the paper. If he has a copy of
instructions for the assignment, the tutor can view the expectations of the
professor, clarify the student’s questions and explain the guidelines. After
reviewing the assignment, the tutor should always ask what concerns the
student has about the paper. The student is able to dictate which road the
session will take by stating his concerns about the piece, while the tutor



navigates addressing these concerns and other issues as they arise.

Balancing Between Direct and Indirect Instruction

After the groundwork is laid, the tutor continues the session balancing between
employing direct versus indirect techniques. With the direct approach, the tutor
is hands-on, providing examples that supply the student with the skills to
identify similar concerns outside the walls of the writing center. Indirect
instruction requires the student to take control of the session; the tutor asks
thought-provoking questions, collaborating with the student and helping him to
think critically and problem solve. The continuum of direct and indirect
instruction is thoroughly examined by Irene Clark in her essay “Perspectives on
the Directive/Non-Directive Continuum in the Writing Center,” proving that the
level of directiveness in a session is not constructed in absolute conditions.
Direct instruction can occur in an indirect session forming a productive
relationship between tutor and writer.

When I first started tutoring a few years ago at Drew University, I tried to
determine the best approach, researching theories and pedagogies to provide
answers, deciding inaccurately on my own that indirect instruction was the only
way. I have learned that each session is different and cannot follow a
prescribed protocol, favoring one instruction. I still find myself second guessing
whether I should write on the student’s paper or give a grammar lesson, but I
have become aware of how to incorporate higher order ideas with lower, surface
ones. Now, I try not to push the student in one particular direction. I also strive
to teach writing skills that any student can learn and utilize independently.

During a session multiple problems arise and occur on all different levels, from
grammar and punctuation to transitions and content. The tutor needs to
prioritize a focus if more than one problem presents itself in the paper, taking
three things into account:

- What the student presents as his concern,

- What the professor of the course (if the student or tutor knows this
information) believes is most pressing,

- What the tutor perceives to be most important.

On occasion, all of these concernsâ”€ student’s, professor’s, and tutor’sâ”€
align. Most often, they do not, and the tutor needs to decide which path to
take.

Since professors have different concerns, our job at the writing center can be
difficult at times. I have had students say that if they have too many
grammatical errors, the professor will not continue reading the paper. A great
deal of pressure is on the tutor to address every error and sometimes forces
the tutor to pay less attention to content. Often the student is so adamant
about this one-dimensional approach, not even considering another angle. The
tutor must find a way to address these grammatical concerns through higher
order issues.

When focusing on the paper, the tutor must determine what skills the student
applies to his writing. If the student truly does not know the skillsâ€• building a
strong argument, transitioning from one idea to another, revising the paper,
organizational techniques, etc.â€• the tutor must instruct him and explain the
rules. If the student is able to come up with the answers, the tutor should



proceed general questioning. The tutor should not overpower the student, but
must always let the student’s voice be heard. Through discussion, the tutor
should push the student to generate ideas. In order to get the student’s
concerns voiced and his ideas shining through the paper, the tutor should not
impose his own thoughts, moving the paper in a completely different direction
and detracting from the student’s work. As tutors, our job is to help the student
gain control and authority of the piece.

The student may also enter the writing center feeling as though
he hit a road block and does not know how to continue. (...) The
student becomes more focused and confident when he can view
the questions then concentrate on answering them.

The best way to expose the student’s thoughts is by brainstorming through
discussion. Leading questions replace the student’s ideas with the tutor’s.
General questions force the student to evaluate his own work, encourage him to
discuss concepts, and develop his own innovative ideas. These questions
empower the student to cultivate answers on his own and give him the power
to move the session in the direction he chooses. Through negotiation, the
student can debate topics discovering what does and does not work for him.

Not every situation can benefit from indirect instruction. Situations arise where
the tutor needs to be more directive within the session. Even though some
tutors are conflicted because they do not want to overstep boundaries, there
are times when demonstration is best. Providing examples shows the student
patterns which leads him to make changes in the future. Through directive
tutoring, the tutor can offer the writer other options so he does not feel
powerless to the demands of the university and lacking potential untaught
skills.

Some students will not be able to figure out what questions they are supposed
to answer when an assignment is written in paragraph form; it is not evident
what specific questions the professor is posing. How can we expect students to
fulfill the requirements of an assignment if they do not even understand what
they are? No matter how many times the student uses discussion to formulate
the questions, he still is confused. I find it helpful to pull out the questions for
the student and actually write them on a separate paper so he can view it more
clearly. Showing him how to find the questions hidden in the paragraph, the
student can then apply these techniques on his own. The student becomes
more focused and confident when he can view the questions then concentrate
on answering them.

The student may also enter the writing center feeling as though he hit a road
block and does not know how to continue. While asking general questions and
discovering the student’s ideas on the topic, I like to write down what the
student says, verbatim. Through our discussion, I draft an outline for the
student including all his thoughts about the paper, overcoming the hurdles he
presented. By sketching an outline, the student is presented with a structure
that contains a transcription of his thoughts and has something tangible from
the session so he will not forget all his great ideas.

Some circumstances within a session simultaneously require a balance of direct
and indirect instruction. Elizabeth Boquet, in her book Noise from the Writing
Center, states that dialogue in the writing center presents a noise that can act
as an interference of a clearly directed transference of information. Boquet



further describes the role of this noise as, “when we concern ourselves with
how to transmit information from sender to receiver in the most efficient
manner, with the least possible distortion–with, in other words, the least
amount of noise–we are constructing a theory,” where the third party’s
involvement is disregarded as mere static (51). Boquet continues by proposing
the writing center as the third party who welcomes the noise to reorganize the
educational system and amplify the concerns of students by “turning up the
volume on the kinds of demands that students make on institutions of higher
learning” (67). The writing center is the hub for conversation giving the student
a voice about his education and negotiating new ideas through tutor
discussions. The tutor can retransmit the noise in a productive way by asking
the student to be more vocal and utilize it as a place to dictate the modes of
instruction to best assist the student.

Having the student speak up in the session and read the paper aloud intensifies
the noise because, more times than not, the student will recognize his own
errors. In some cases, the student may identify that there is a problem, but
does not understand what is wrong or how to correct it. The tutor needs to take
the opportunity to explain the rule and show the student how to rewrite the
idea through a discussion about why it does not sound correct. The tutor should
not simply make the adjustment and continue on without allowing the student
to speak into the idea he constructed. It is important that the student
understands why a change was made because it will give him the control to
make the adjustments in the future. Once the student grasps the rule and
identifies the error, he will see the pattern and change future errors on his own.
Without direct instruction, the opportunity for the student to self-correct his
errors would be missed.

The Result: Independent, Empowered Students

Through a session with a tutor, the student can become empowered. The
balance of direct and indirect instruction will teach the student useful strategies
to implement when he is working independently. As tutors, we can empower
the student by providing him with the tools to improve writing skills and create
a structure for his writing. We should not only point out mistakes, but also
places where area of writing are effectively composed. The student needs to be
aware not only of what aspects of his writing need improvement, but also what
he does well so he can build on the strengths in his writing. When the session
ends and the student works on his own he will have learned skills, through a
balance of indirect and direct instruction, to make him a better writer and not
just walk away with an “A” paper.
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Praxis interviews Priscilla Lizasuain, a History and Teaching of English major
and a writing consultant at University of Illinois at Chicago

Priscilla Lizasuain

Name: Priscilla Lizasuain

Age: 22

Writing center: University of Illinois at Chicago Writing Center

Size of school: About 25,000 (including both undergraduate and graduate
students)

Year in school and area of study: Fourth but not final year and I am a
double major in History and the Teaching of English.

Number of years working in writing centers: Three years.

Job title: Tutor

Describe the work you do in the writing center: I tutor with writers from
all disciplines and in all stages/levels of their college careers. My responsibilities
include one-on-one tutoring, as well as occasional group work, where I work
with about 2-4 writers at the same time.

Describe the training you’ve participated in: Our writing center hosts tons
of roundtables and informational meetings on things like grammar, writing a
synthesis/argumentative papers, writing in different disciplines, and working
with ELL writers. We also host meetings in order to discuss the role gender,
class, and race play in our tutoring sessions as well as in our university.

How do you normally start a consultation? I try to keep it light in the
beginning of a session. We (the writer and I) start by introducing ourselves,
then I might ask how the writer likes the semester, the class or the assignment.
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After these brief intros, we discuss the assignment in depth before we start
looking at the paper.

Describe your consulting style: The sessions I participate in consist mostly
of conversation, but I try to make sure that the writer walks away with
something, so I encourage (but never force) writers to take notes while we’re
talking things out. I like to think my sessions are a good balance of
conversation and writing.

My favorite kind of consultation is . . . My favorite kind of session is when
there is a lot of writing. I like when, during a conversation, writers actually
make some of the revisions during the session. It gives us something concrete
to work with, to build off of, and to refer to as we continue with the writing
process.

My greatest strength as a consultant is . . . I like to think I am pretty
patient. I do not mind the silence that sometimes happens when the writer
needs time to think; if anything, I embrace that silence.

My greatest weakness is . . . I worry A LOT, so I can never really judge
whether a session was “successful” or not. I always worry whether or not I was
able to help enough.

What I like about working in a writing center is . . . Our writing center
talks about things like institutional racism, and feminist, anti-oppressive, and
anti-racist pedagogies, all of which are important tools in empowering students
to understand and control their own situations. I love being part of a center
that is capable of instigating positive growth and change among its writers and
tutors.

What I don’t like is . . . I don’t like seeing writers worried, stressed-out, and
overwhelmed. It’s difficult because we only have 50 minutes to work on an
assignment that is usually due either the same or the next day. There’s just
nothing a tutor can say to make the worry completely disappear.

What advice would you give to beginning consultants? Take your time.
There is never any reason to rush through a paper with a writer. Also, don’t get
too hung up on grammar; in my experience, teachers care more about content
than minor grammatical errors.

What kind of writing do you do? I don’t do much writing for fun, but I do
write a ton of academic papers. This is what makes it so easy for me to relate
the writers I tutor.

How has working in a writing center affected the way you write?
Awareness. Working in the center has made me more aware of my own writing
and, more importantly, it has made me more aware of why I write the way I do
and to what affect.
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Plymouth State WC and WAC

For the Spring 2009 issue of Praxis, “Writing Centers and Writing Across the
Curriculum,” we chose to feature the Plymouth State University Writing
Center because it works closely with the Writing Across the Curriculum
program at PSU. Praxis then asked the director of the WC and the coordinator
of the WAC program to answer our questionnaire. Below you will find, first, the
responses of Jane Weber, director of the PSU Writing Center and, second, the
responses of Rebecca R. Noel, coordinator of the PSU Writing Across the
Curriculum program. We hope that by pairing their responses, the
communication and interdependence of the two centers will be highlighted.

Jane Weber and Staff

The Plymouth State Writing Center

Name of center: The Writing Center

Institutional affiliation: Plymouth State University

City, State: Plymouth, NH 03264

Web address: http://www.plymouth.edu/wrc/

Director: Jane Weber

Year opened: Fall 1994

History: Plymouth State established a WAC Task Force in 1985. This diverse
group of faculty reinforced and spread the idea that writing would be the
concern of all disciplines, and as support for this idea increased, so did the



interest in creating a writing center to support writers across disciplines. In the
1980s and early 1990s at PSU, the English-department-affiliated writing center
only supported writers in English courses. To meet the growing PSU campus
commitment to WAC principles, an interdisciplinary writing center was
established at Plymouth State in 1994, and the English-specific center was
phased out a few years later.

Sponsoring department, school, or organization: Undergraduate
Studies

Number of consultations in the last year: 2007-2008 = 2410; Fall 2008 =
1125

Square footage: 834 square feet

Services offered: Writing consultation for all members of the Plymouth State
community–undergraduate, graduate, faculty, and staff–across the disciplines,
at any stage in the writing process. We’re located in the Lamson Library and
our hours include M-W 9-9, Th-F 9-5, and Sunday evenings 6pm-9pm. We also
offer class visits by student workers to introduce the Center; occasionally the
director is asked to visit a class to give a workshop on a specific writing topic.

Staff: Our staff includes one full-time director, one part-time assistant director
(about twenty hours weekly), and eleven undergraduate consultants who work
between five and fifteen hours weekly. Student consultants earn an hourly
wage (ranging from $7.25 to $7.75). Four staff members receive Talent Grant
tuition reductions ($1000/year) in exchange for five hours of work in the Center
each week, and one junior- or senior-year consultant each semester is named
the Fellow, working twelve hours weekly in exchange for a tuition reduction
($1500/semester).

Jared Consulting

Clientele:The top five disciplines from which writers visit for course-related
writing, in descending order: English, Business, Health & Human Performance,
Social Science, and Education. Recent statistics tell us this about our clientele:



44% first year
23% sophomore
16% junior
14% senior
3% graduate

Anecdotal records indicate a common concern of writers is whether their writing
meets college-level and discipline-specific expectations (probably due to high
number of first year students we serve). In general it’s a mixed bag of helping
writers with prewriting, developing their drafts, or polishing full drafts.

Plymouth State University is a comprehensive regional university offering a
rich, student-focused learning environment with an enrollment of approximately
4300 undergraduate and 3000 graduate students. It is located in a small town,
population @4000 residents, in the foothills of the White Mountains in New
Hampshire.

Money Matters:
95% Undergraduate Studies
5% College of Graduate Studies
Annual budget is about $90,000

Current events/programs:. Our consultants have been Writing Assistants for
classes such as American Lit, American Civil War and Reconstruction, and
Composition. We house the business office for The WAC Journal . There’s a
flurry of copy-editing at year’s end that builds staff enthusiasm and pride.
Finally, our staff members are regular contributors to the PSU on-campus WAC
publication, the Out of WAC Newsletter.

Philosophy: Our approach is nondirective; we consider writers the authorities
over their own writing. Our mission is to help writers improve. We believe
everyone can benefit from a careful reader/listener and everyone can improve
as a writer.

Discuss your collaboration with the Writing Across the Curriculum
program at your school. How do you navigate between the WAC
services for faculty and the writing center services offered to students?
What are the differences between these functions? Do you have any
advice to offer other WAC and writing center collaborations?

- The Center houses a collection of model papers from across disciplines;

- The Center keeps a collection of assignment sheets from across disciplines;

- Professors are invited to visit any weekly Writing Center staff meeting to
discuss writing they’ve assigned and how consultants can best support the
writers in their classes;

- Writing consultation is available to professors as they create new writing
assignments/projects;

- Professors can request staff members to act as Writing Assistants for their
classes;

- Director participates in annual WAC gatherings to discuss assignment-creation
across the disciplines;

- Director attends long-range planning meetings of the PSU WAC Advisory



Board.

What else should people know about your center? Probably 90% of our
visits are walk-in rather than by appointment. Consultations typically last
between twenty minutes and an hour. Our library location in the Learning
Commons has brought increased foot traffic, as was predicted. (Previous two
locations were a dormitory basement and a windowless space in the library
basement. We currently have gorgeous big windows along two walls!)

Among faculty, library staff, resident advisers, etc. there is a supportive attitude
toward Writing Center services. Faculty and staff provide a great deal of
positive advertising.

Our staff training and professional development include weekly one-hour staff
meetings (paid) that require preparation–reading an article and writing in
response. Writing consultants in their first semester have a New Staff training
meeting to attend each week, as well. During spring semester each year we
have student-led staff meetings; each staff member is assigned a meeting for
which they choose the topic, assign the reading and associated writing prompt,
and plan/facilitate the activities for that meeting. This semester we’ve covered
topics such as Defining our Role as Consultants, Working with Difficult Writers,
and The Art of Online Writing Consultation. Our readings this semester all come
from past issues of Praxis!

Jared and Bob

The Plymouth State WAC Program

Name of center: There’s no physical WAC center at PSU; WAC-related faculty
development activities are handled through the Frost Center for Teaching and
Learning Excellence.

Institutional affiliation: Plymouth State University

City, State: Plymouth, NH



Web address: http://www.plymouth.edu/wac

Director: WAC Coordinator, 2006-2009: Rebecca R. Noel, Assistant Professor
of History

Year opened: 1985–Task Force formed; now an Advisory Board of faculty
members plus Writing Center Director

History: Rotating three-year coordinatorship begun late 1980s with Task
Force/Advisory Board support

Sponsoring department, school, or organization: Budget line managed by
Provost’s Office; faculty coordinator position rotates widely among faculty

Services offered: WAC Coordinator organizes and often leads development
workshops dealing with various WAC issues, ranging from one hour to a day in
length; serves as editor of on-campus Out of WAC Newsletter; serves on
editorial board of WAC Journal; manages budget for workshops, newsletter,
journal; assists with WAC-related institutional research and assessment;
sometimes serves on staff of Writing Center.

Philosophy: In order to sustain wide buy-in, we have long believed that it’s
important to keep WAC in the hands of faculty from various disciplines--hence
the rotating nature of the coordinatorship, rather than placement in the hands
of the Writing Center Director, English Department, or academic support office.

Daily routine: Occasional–short workshops during semester, longer ones in
January and summer faculty development week; newsletter issued twice yearly
during semester.

Staff: The Coordinator receives a one-course teaching reduction each semester
(bringing a standard 4-4 load to 3-3); the roughly 15 faculty members on the
WAC Advisory Board are volunteers; the budget also covers some
administrative staff time (about ten hours per semester).

Current events/programs: Recent workshops have focused on teaching
students how to paraphrase correctly so as to avoid plagiarism; faculty sharing
of their students’ peer-review practices; best writing pedagogy in writing-
intensive courses; teaching students how to write research papers at the
college level.

How do you navigate between the WAC services for faculty and the
writing center services offered to students? What are the differences
between these functions? Do you have any advice to offer other WAC
and writing center collaborations? This collaboration works well for a school
of PSU’s size. The Writing Center sees writing assignments from all across the
campus, and the WC Director’s service on the Advisory Board is very useful.

How do writing centers and writing across the curriculum tactics
change as students move from undeclared freshmen to upper classmen
with majors? Lower-level students need most work on college-level writing
expectations and critical thinking, whereas upper-level, in-major students are
focusing on discipline-specific writing concerns.

Praxis works to unite the larger writing center world. Can you speak to
how your online journal facilitates inter-university WAC
communication? How has this enhanced your WAC program? Five
members of the WAC Journal’s editorial board–half the board–from four
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departments are PSU faculty members. This high degree of overlap between
our faculty and the editorial direction of the Journal helps keep our faculty in
touch with national WAC developments. In addition, each PSU faculty member
and adjunct receives a hard copy of the Journal each year, allowing wide
dissemination of its findings across campus.
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by Steven Corbett and Michelle LaFrance, University of Washington

The role of the writing center in an interdisciplinary environment

Steven Corbett and Michelle LaFrance

In a 1999 essay reporting a synoptic history of writing center theory and
practice, Elizabeth Boquet honestly laments her feelings of boredom with
writing center scholarship up to that time. Since, it seems, everything has been
said and done, she asks the pointed question: “What is being left out of our
discussions on teaching writing by our failure to account for the work of the
writing center in a critically intellectual manner?” (479). She goes on to suggest
that newer, fresher stories wait to be told: “Other stories can be brought to
light, stories which write the developments of the contemporary writing center
in theoretically sophisticated ways, stories that consider the critical capacities of
networking, of linking writing centers with WAC programs, of placing peer
tutors in classrooms” (479). If we look to scholarship (stories) on the
WAC/writing center connection we will find that strong interdisciplinary
connections between writing centers, writing classrooms, and the university at
large already exist. In order for these more theoretically sophisticated stories to
be told to their fullest dramatic potential, however, WAC/writing center
connections need to continue to be investigated, researched, and reported on.

Working with the notion that writing instruction is everyone’s
business, WAC/WID are complementary approaches to thinking
about how students become proficient in the discourses of
disciplinary communities.

What Is WAC and Where Did It Come From?

Since their emergence in the 1970s, the Writing Across the Curriculum and
Writing in the Disciplines movements (WAC/WID) have been motivated by the
ideal that “writing belongs in all courses in every discipline” (Anson ix). Writing



has too often been envisioned by faculty on college campuses as an
elementary, generic, and transparent skill set that could be mastered in general
education courses like first-year composition (most typically housed within an
English Department). John Bean explains,

The writing-across-the-curriculum movement [. . .] is largely a reaction
against traditional writing instruction that associates good writing
primarily with grammatical accuracy and correctness, and thus isolates
writing instruction within English departments, the home of the grammar
experts. The problem with traditional writing instruction is that it leads to
a view of writing as a set of isolated skills unconnected to an authentic
desire to converse with interested readers about real ideas. (Engaging
Ideas 15)

The notion that skill in writing is discrete from “content” or the ways that
researchers/thinkers establish conversations within a professional field has led
most faculty to think of writing instruction as someone else’s job. This notion
has also complicated most instructors’ understanding of where and when
students may learn to write within the language conventions of their
disciplinary or professional communities (Carroll 60; Russell 22-23). Due to this
conceptualization, explicit attention to writing is often perceived as
“developmental”–or even “remedial”–work that is disconnected from the deeper
intellectual traditions of disciplinary practice and professionalization within
disciplinary communities.

Working with the notion that writing instruction is everyone’s business,
WAC/WID are complementary approaches to thinking about how students
become proficient in the discourses of disciplinary communities. Though the
terms are often used interchangeably, they are in fact different approaches.
Writing in the Disciplines emphasizes that, due to the differences of convention
and purpose for writing in different disciplines, students must learn to write
within the specific contexts of their chosen fields if they are to be effective
interlocutors within those communities. Writing Across the Curriculum overlaps
with Writing in the Disciplines work and balances the discipline-specific nature
of the WID approach. WAC stresses that some elements of writing for college
courses are indeed generic across differences of disciplinary practice (Bean
Conversation ) and that students come to understand writing conventions as
the products of disciplinary communities when they can compare writing tasks
and conventions across disciplinary contexts. The core theoretical position held
by both fields is that “language, learning, and teaching are inextricably linked”
(Russell 41). The fields share the conviction that students most effectively learn
to write when writing is both integrated into their course work (that is writing
tasks are very closely related to the course learning objectives) and when the
disciplinary nature of writing tasks and faculty expectations around writing are
made more explicit. The fields also promote the ideals that students benefit
from writing in multiple contexts/courses, over the course of all four years of
study, toward a variety of authentic purposes, and while working closely with
professionals in their chosen fields. Above all, the fields of Writing in the
Disciplines and Writing Across the Curriculum argue that learning to write within
a discipline is intimately connected to learning to think like a professional in
that discipline. This means that even competent student-writers may show
signs of struggle in their writing due to the complex and unfamiliar nature of
the discipline-specific tasks that they are asked to perform and that writers at
all levels of proficiency benefit from thinking about the often unspoken



assumptions of “effective” writing within particular contexts. Since most
scholars who talk about connections between WAC/WID and writing centers
typically employ the umbrella term WAC, we follow suit in the following
sections.

An Examination of WAC/Writing Center Scholarship: Two Collaborative
Rationales

We should not blindly (though good-intentionally) lead students
to what we think is relevant for that specific discipline. We may
be doing the discipline-specific student more harm than good.

Leading writing center theorists/practitioners assert that because writing
centers are, de facto, cross-disciplinary, writing centers are the most logical
house for WAC programs (Waldo, “The Last, Best Place”; Harris, “A Writing
Center”; Pemberton). For example, since Purdue University does not have a
WAC program per se, Muriel Harris suggests that her Writing Lab functions as a
de facto, though somewhat limited, WAC program. Even though Purdue’s Lab
sits at the head of a massive cross-curricular operation that works closely with
undergraduates, graduates, and faculty both in the Lab and in classrooms,
Harris believes that because Purdue does not in fact have a WAC program her
Lab’s potential effectiveness is not being realized. Harris argues that there is
not enough being done at her Lab at the faculty level, in short, that not enough
incentive is being offered faculty to care (438). Thus, even within the seemingly
ubiquitous reach of her Writing Lab, Harris still sees plenty of room for bridges
to be built between WAC programs/writing centers (or, as in her case, for
recognition and more resources for the inherent WAC function of many
preexisting centers). Harris, along with Kenneth Bruffee, Mark Waldo, and
Michael Pemberton, provide two important rationales for why WAC/writing
center programs should unite in the effort to improve student writing. These
rationales also suggest incentives for closer collaboration.

The first rationale for a WAC/writing center connection involves the perennial
problem of time, or more precisely, the lack of time teachers have to assess
student writing. Waldo points to the fact that many teachers simply do not have
the time it takes to provide quality feedback to students on their writing:
“Therefore, offering the university a strong tutoring program, one to which
faculty and students can turn to with confidence, is crucial to the success of
WAC” (“The Last Best Place” 423). Pemberton argues, with help from Kinneavy,
as well as Knoblauch and Brannon, that while WAC demands more writing from
students, non-composition teachers “continue to feel a good deal of anxiety”
about helping students improve their writing in a helpful way (445). Pemberton
goes on to link teachers’ anxiety to the issue of time constraint: “They are also
uneasy about spending time on ‘writing’ in their classrooms when there is so
much other ‘material’ to be covered in their courses, so the writing center
becomes an important resource by default” (446). Therefore, if teachers knew
that a dependable aid for teaching writing existed, if they could coordinate their
efforts with this source (writing centers) with relatively little out-of-class hassle,
and, more importantly, if they could see that improved student writing could
make their jobs a lot easier (and less time-consuming), they might warm up to
such close classroom/writing center collaborations. But first, teachers would
have to be educated, with full support from the administration, to the particular
roles that tutors (writing centers) could play in these collaborations.

Hence, in the second rationale for the WAC/writing center connection experts



describe the role of the tutor as generically rhetoric-specific, and the teacher as
discipline-specific. However, if Bruffee could have foreseen the complexity to
which this polarized WAC/writing center issue would evolve, he might have
thought twice about his seemingly (at that time) appropriate assertion:

The tutee brings to the conversation knowledge of the subject to be
written about and knowledge of the assignment. The tutor brings to the
conversation knowledge of the conventions of discourse and knowledge
of standard written English. If the tutee does not bring to the
conversation knowledge of the subject and the assignment, the peer
tutor’s most important contribution is to begin at the beginning: help the
tutee acquire the relevant knowledge of the subject and the assignment.
(213)

The first part of Bruffee’s claim is a widely practiced underlying component of
writing center theory. Scholars who argue for a WAC/writing center connection
use this argument as evidence for the urgency of choreography. Pemberton,
however, hints at the inherent problem with this reasoning when he points to
research on the double standards that some discipline-specific teachers enact
concerning their assignments: “Even though instructors in the disciplines may
give assignments that enable students to fall back on conventional, generic
strategies for academic papers learned in high school, those instructors
nevertheless may evaluate the papers based on how well they conform to
discipline-specific rhetorical standards” (449). Harris reasserts Bruffee’s
contention when she states: “The collaborative effort is truly collaborative when
it is particularly apparent in the tutorial that while the tutor brings rhetorical
knowledge to the conversation, the student brings disciplinary knowledge” (“A
Writing Center” 432). But Harris also raises the crucial fact that even though
tutors are experienced with dealing with writing across the curriculum, there is
little a tutor can do when faced with the “Assignments from Hell” (AFHs) that
her and her tutors see on a regular basis. Furthermore, our experiences in both
WAC and WID programs over the years have made us somewhat skeptical of
Bruffee’s second point: that we must help the student “acquire the relevant
knowledge of the subject and the assignment.” If we are not political scientists,
then we should not blindly (though good-intentionally) lead students to what
we think is relevant for that specific discipline. We may be doing the discipline-
specific student more harm than good. Harris recognizes this conundrum and
consequently urges that we “dip our toe (or, more likely, both feet) into faculty
development” by building stronger, more elaborate bridges between discipline-
specific classes and writing centers: including finding “ways to help teachers
master the complex art of designing effective writing assignments” (431).

Thus, exists the urgency of offering a close connection between what teachers
are doing with their writing pedagogy, including assignments, conferencing,
group work, and how their students process and apply this information toward
their writing–and consequently–their thinking.

The Explicit WAC/Writing Center Connection: Three Means to
Collaborative Ends

Prominent WAC experts offer compelling pedagogical rationales for why twenty-
first century WAC and writing center programs should unite. Echoing Waldo
above, in their College English essay “Clearing the Air: WAC Myths and
Realities” Susan Mcleod and Elaine Maimon argue that “although it is possible to
run a WAC program” without a writing center, learning center, or writing fellows



program, “our experience is that to sustain a WAC program, a writing center is
crucial” (581). They go on to describe how students need a reading audience
outside their teacher and in-class peers, and how the most successful writing
centers work closely with faculty across the disciplines. We would like to offer
three ways these goals can and are being realized.

The old idea of the writing center as a paper fix-it shop must be
definitively buried.

First, an analysis of similarities between WAC and writing centers should
rightfully begin at the conference. Conferences take center stage every day in
writing centers. The one-to-one exploration and negotiation of the writing
process between tutor and tutee, through conversation, allows students to
verbalize their thoughts, consider alternate points of view, and determine gaps
in logos, pathos or ethos. The concerned ear of a knowledgeable peer–who may
be less intimidating than an instructor (who ultimately must assess and assign
a grade to their students)–offers the student a chance to talk more openly
about problems, to ask questions about the texts, the class, or the instructor’s
expectations.

Second, WAC and writing centers work closely with students’ writing process to
try to develop inquiry-based writing. Composition and writing center theory and
practice recognize the primacy of process over product (Flower and Hayes; J.
Harris; North; Bruffee; Lunsford; Boquet). Learning to write for academics
takes time. One cannot become an expert writer in a one- or two-term course,
just as one cannot learn to dance professionally after taking an introductory
dance class, so one of the goals of WAC and writing centers stresses inculcating
students into the realization that good writing is an art that takes time to
master. Writing Fellows programs have done much to cultivate this type of
cross-curricular awareness (see Corbett, “The Give and Take”). Emphasis is
placed on the revision process: once a draft is finished it is not really finished,
but can always improve. In this process of taking drafts to successively higher
levels, the student learns to analyze her own writing style, both problems and
strengths. This process approach mirrors the rigors of revision we value and
expect among our own peer academic discourse community. Moreover, the
process in which students are coached to generate themes and gather evidence
centers on inquiry. If we help the student approach the assignment searching
for a way to incorporate his own interesting interpretation of the text and
applying this interpretation quizzically, he will create a richer, more complex
composition. The conference, however, is only one way in which this generation
of inquiry develops.

Third, students can further develop process-consciousness and inquiry skills
during class discussion and peer-critique workshops. Co-author Steven has
been involved in research and practice into course-based tutoring for the past
ten years (see for example Corbett “Bringing,” “The Give and Take”). We agree
that if a tutor can have a major impact on student writing one-to-one, then
these same types of fruitful interactions can be mimicked in small-group
classroom peer-critique workshops that efficiently awaken more students to the
potential power of peer critique. Group work focused on analyzing each other’s
papers allows students to practice what to look out for in their own papers.

Students can learn to analyze peer writing, and consequently their own writing
better, however, if knowledgeable peers (tutors) circulate among the groups
during these workshops. Tutors can help the instructor listen for how the



students talk to each other about their writing and can offer advice or strategies
for communicating ideas as productively and helpfully as possible. These
interactions can lead to connections between individual tutors and students in
which students see the benefits of talking about their writing. Students may
feel more comfortable with a peer because the tutor is not directly responsible
for the student’s ultimate grade in the class. Instead, the tutor functions more
as someone who can help the students negotiate teachers’ expectations as well
as find their own questions to pose and investigate.

Conclusion

For years, in almost every college and university in the US, tutors have heard
students voice their concerns about their writing, their teachers, and their place
in academia. They’ve heard horror stories about scary, unapproachable
teachers; lecture classes where the student sits and listens and rarely has the
opportunity to talk; assignments and readings that are too tough to interpret,
let alone write about; apprehensions about how to start a paper, how to make a
conclusion, how to bring a specific rhetorical problem or thesis to a prescribed
assignment; and we’ll spare you further listing because too many issues exist.
These are all symptoms of students who have not been initiated properly into
the world of academic discourse and writing. Notice that we don’t talk about
grammar or typos? The old idea of the writing center as a paper fix-it shop
must be definitively buried (North; Harris, “Solutions and Tradeoffs”; Waldo,
“What Should the Relationship?”; Boquet). Instead, the new idea of the writing
center as a cross-curricular way of learning , and not a central, autonomous “
center ” must continue to be cultivated–in the fertile soil that already exists–to
its fullest potential. Only then will we be able to continue to tell the stories that
make people want to listen.
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Praxis looks at the relationship between writing across the curriculum
and writing centers

This issue of Praxis puts in dialogue the two important fields of writing centers
and writing across the curriculum. Almost all centers serve a wide university
community with a diverse and complex body of tutors and visitors. Many
different types of writers and faculty are served by WAC programs and writing
centers often share this interdisciplinary approach in their mission of improving
the writing process in all fields. In this issue, Praxis looks at how WACs and
WCs work together, differ, and influence each other.

UT students working in the Chemistry Hall

Our Focus section addresses a variety of viewpoints on the confluence of
writing across the curriculum and writing centers. Andy Bourelle discusses how
the Writing Center at the University of Reno considers every discipline its own
discourse community, and therefore encourages tutors not to impose styles
from their preferred discipline onto a student’s discipline. He says success is
based on serving a wide community with a staff that can accommodate a
variety of discourses. Steven Corbett and Michelle LaFrance look to writing
center scholarship to point out the long-standing relationship between writing
centers, writing classrooms, and the larger university community. They stress
the need to abandon theories of universal writing skills in favor of a cross-
curricular approach. Claudia Grinnell approaches the relationship between WACs
and WCs by looking at how web tools can take writing and writing instruction
beyond the classroom and into the larger world by embracing a broader
spectrum of learning opportunities. Finally, Tiffany Threatt examines how
implementing WAC training and philosophies in the writing center, through
writing workshops and faculty collaboration, can overcome limitations stemming
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from a staff whose disciplinary backgrounds are not as diverse as the students
coming for writing instruction.

In our Training section, Bonnie Devet meditates on the significance of her
writing center’s dÃ©cor, which is exclusively made up of a portrait of Erasmus,
the sixteenth-century writer and scholar. Devet examines how this portrait
reflects the continuities and changes in writing from the Early Modern period to
today’s twenty-first century students. Anthony Scimone’s contribution argues
for introducing the writing center model of teaching into high school classrooms
at all stages of the writing process–especially as students begin to draft their
papers. Scimone exposes the time of composition as a pedagogical lacuna in
the writing process and he advances writing center methods as a way to bring
instructor intervention to this crucial moment in writing. Finally, Lisa Avery,
Allison Perlman, and Lisa Leit consider how properly training consultants to deal
with professional writing (e.g. resumes, cover letters, personal statements) can
help remove the impulse to view these consultations as somehow different, or
higher-stakes, than academically-oriented consultations. They present
strategies to keep such consultations focused on the long-term and process-
oriented goals of writing center work.

In our Consulting section, Lindsay Sabatino offers advice on how to empower
students to take control of their own consultation and writing process. She
advocates strategies of direct and indirect questioning and taking the time to
listen to the student’s concerns and establish trust. Our Featured Center does
something a little different this issue. We asked Jane Weber, director of the
writing center at Plymouth State University which houses the WAC Journal and
has a campus specific Writing Across the Curriculum and its Out of WAC
Newsletter. We also asked Rebecca R. Noel, WAC coordinator and Professor of
History at Plymouth State for some thoughts on her program’s interaction with
the writing center.

In our Columns section, the University of Texas Project Group examines how to
accommodate possible undiagnosed, or “invisible” learning disabilities in
students struggling with the writing process. The Merciless Grammarian
answers your burning questions about Writing in the Disciplines.
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by Tiffany Threatt, University of Nevada, Reno

WAC strategies in the writing center

Tiffany Threatt

While working toward my master’s degree in English at Northern Arizona
University (NAU), I had the opportunity to tutor in the university’s Writing
Center. Like many universities, NAU has a writing center housed in the English
department, staffed by English undergraduate and graduate students. While the
tutors who work at these centers may be English majors, the students and
teachers who use the center’s services come from many disciplines across
campus. Unfortunately, especially in such uncertain economic times, writing
centers may not have enough money to hire graduate students or professionals
in other disciplines. With limited budgets, what can be done to ensure that
students and teachers from across the curriculum receive the help they need?

Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) theory may provide the answer. The
principles of WAC, when implemented into the writing center, can provide these
centers with the tools they need to succeed. Recognizing that it is impossible to
train tutors to tutor in every single discipline, WAC offers other practical
solutions. Many WAC programs will work within a college to implement writing
centers, training tutor to help the students recognize the goals and structure of
a paper; overall, the tutors learn to ask questions and converse with the
student in such a way that the tutor and student come up with suggestions for
revision together. This approach to tutoring works to empower students to
make their own informed choices about developing and revising the writing
assigned to them by their instructors (Barnett and Blumner 3).

While some teachers think writing consists of merely structuring



a five-paragraph essay with correct grammar and punctuation,
WAC encourages them to look deeper.

For instance, at the WAC-based writing center at the University of Nevada,
Reno (UNR), where I am currently the Coordinator of Tutor Training, the
tutoring is very effective. When students come in for help, the tutor doesn’t just
offer suggestions for revision. Instead, the tutor “advances critical thinking by
creating an atmosphere in which students re-see their papers with regard to
the assignment and their response to it” (Waldo 92). The tutor asks the student
what his or her concerns are with the paper; then, after reading the paper
aloud with the student, the tutor asks the student questions to facilitate critical
thinking (Waldo 92). For example, the tutor might ask the student to explain an
idea further, or to re-describe an area of the paper (92). With these types of
questions, the student learns what areas need expanding or more description,
and can make the changes during the session with help from the tutor.

Even with a small budget, centers can implement these principles and train
their tutors accordingly. For instance, the director of the center can learn how
to train tutors in terms of WAC principles, then present workshops using mock
tutoring sessions where tutors apply these principles. Subsequently, the
director can lead a discussion regarding what was effective in the session and
what wasn’t. Once tutors have become comfortable with the question-asking
style of tutoring and have learned how to focus on what the student wants to
improve, the director can observe sessions, critique the tutor’s technique, and
offer constructive feedback. When tutors become accustomed to the WAC-
based tutoring style, they can observe and learn from each other, having
conversations about each tutor’s style.

In addition to improving the style of tutoring, WAC-based writing centers can
also provide more services available to all students, including writing
workshops. Centers should hold workshops on multiple topics covered by
different curricula, including memos, cover letters, lab reports, management
plans, business plans, proposals, and so on. The workshops should span the
length of one hour and include a short lecture and hands-on writing, with a
question-and-answer session throughout. After the lecture, leaders who are
facilitating the workshop can divide the students into groups of two and instruct
them on how to peer edit each other’s papers and provide adequate feedback.
In terms of attendance, teachers could require the students to attend and make
it part of their final grade for each class. This way, the students are sure to get
the help they need.

If there is no one at the center who has the knowledge to facilitate the
workshops, the center director can ask teachers in other disciplines if they
would be willing to host specific workshops. After all, a WAC-based center
should be concerned with helping teachers as well as students. In addition to
the workshops held for students, the center can hold workshops for teachers in
order to provide them with the adequate skills needed to teach a writing-
intensive course. In Writing Across the Disciplines, Art Young and Toby Fulwiler
describe these workshops that are available to teachers across campus,
claiming that the workshops “introduce colleagues across the curriculums to the
why’s and how’s of teaching writing. Teachers commonly learn how to assign
different kinds of writing to serve different purposes to a variety of audiences”
(Young and Fulwiler 2).

It is the hope of WAC that the teachers of different disciplines will take this



knowledge learned through the workshops and apply it to their curricula,
thereby providing a model for other teachers to do the same. Specifically,
departmental centers can house these workshops, asking teachers across the
disciplines to attend and talk through their philosophies, assignment-design
processes, and exercises that have worked for them in their classrooms.

In addition to improving the style of tutoring, WAC-based writing
centers can also provide more services available to all students,
including writing workshops.

Within these workshops, leaders should ask the teachers themselves to
freewrite in the form of journals, poems, and other genres/styles of writing.
After writing their own pieces, the teachers can be paired with workshop alumni
to review their strengths and weaknesses within the pieces (Young and Fulwiler
39). The intention behind these exercises is to show the teachers the same fear
the students go through when writing, and to show them how to improve their
own writing so that they can take new knowledge back to their own students. If
teachers understand these goals, they can adequately alter their curriculum to
fit the needs of their students. Throughout WAC workshops, teachers are also
encouraged to discuss their ideas about writing instead of merely listening to
lectures, in the hopes that new ideas will be generated.

During workshops, WAC theory intends to dispel the simplistic nature of
thinking associated with writing, including the five-paragraph essay. While some
teachers think writing consists of merely structuring a five-paragraph essay
with correct grammar and punctuation, WAC encourages them to look deeper.
In many of the early workshops given by the founders of WAC, few teachers
who had simplistic notions about “the writing product” when they began the
workshops still retained that attitude (Young and Fulwiler 23). Prewriting,
writing, responding and revising, brought to consciousness through group
discussion, emphasizes clearly the student writing process (Young and Fulwiler
23). Group discussion of prewriting, etc. demonstrates the complexity of the
student writing process. One of the goals of WAC is to teach teachers these
concepts in the hopes that they will focus their curriculum around the writing
process; to WAC, it is important that everyone learn the process, including
students and teachers.

The Writing Center at UNR strives to offer multiple WAC workshops for
teachers across the disciplines. Every semester, the director, Mark Waldo, and I
hold writing workshops to help teachers structure their writing assignments. In
his book Demythologizing Language Difference in the Academy, Waldo
advocates using the same question-asking techniques used in tutor training
when conducting faculty workshops. Instead of assigning directives, we ask
teachers questions, carrying on conversations instead of lectures (90). The
intention behind the questions is to find out what “faculty want to accomplish
with their assignment and what they most value in grading” (90). When
teachers come to the WAC workshops, they learn to write assignments that
focus on the goals of their genre, and we are there to help them clarify these
goals for the students in a language that students can understand.

By adopting some of these similar practices, departmental writing centers could
ultimately become better resources for teachers and students across all
curricula. Offering writing workshops for students will help them enhance their
skills for the future, thereby making students better writers who are more
adequately prepared for the job market. In addition, the center can support
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teachers as well by designing workshops to aid faculty in designing writing-
intensive curricula. The WAC model can be effective for all writing centers,
especially departmental writing centers striving to serve more students across
campus. Overall, when structured within a WAC framework, writing centers can
become better support systems for teachers and students in all disciplines.
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Leadership and Peer Tutoring: Hope, Vision, Collaboration, Action

The National Conference on Peer Tutoring in Writing

Hosted by the Speaking, Arguing, and Writing Program of the Weissman Center
for Leadership Mount Holyoke College

November 6-8, 2009

Leadership and Peer Tutoring:
Hope, Vision, Collaboration, Action

What exactly is leadership and what does it have to do with peer tutoring?
Some view leadership as a responsibility bestowed upon those who hold formal
positions of power; in this way, the work of peer tutoring might be understood
as an act of leadership or the writing center as a training ground for future
leaders to hone their use of rhetoric. Some view leadership as collaborative
social action; in this way, the writing center community might be viewed as a
leader in our recent efforts to explore the social justice possibilities of our work.
Others see leadership as a set of qualities and attitudes that guide the lived
experiences of all people regardless of formal position; in this way, peer
tutoring may be understood as an opportunity for students, tutors, and
directors to develop personal responsibility, to resist complacency, to recognize
one’s own agency, and to define one’s own goals.

Mount Holyoke College, this year’s NCPTW host, was the first women’s college
in the United States, founded in 1837 as the female equivalent to the then
predominantly-male Ivy Leagues. With a continued commitment to women’s
education and leadership, the college will be celebrating in 2009 the 10th
anniversary of its Weissman Center for Leadership and the Liberal Arts–the
center in which our Speaking, Arguing, and Writing Program is housed. Our
program and writing center’s mission is to empower students as leaders who
think critically and creatively and who speak and write persuasively.

Our conference this year seeks to consider the various ways in which peer
tutoring and leadership inform one another. We invite proposals for interactive
sessions that explore any topic, though we are particularly interested in
questions such as

- How does peer tutoring and writing center work allow us to develop and
complicate various definitions of leadership?

- In what ways does tutoring work foster leadership skills in tutors and tutees?

- What leaders have inspired our work as tutors and directors, and how do we
translate those lessons into our own leadership?
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- In what ways do our writing centers provide leadership on our campuses?

- How does writing center work take the lead beyond the walls of our
campuses?

- In what ways does the lens of leadership challenge, complicate, and/or
provide new opportunities for the ways in which we conceptualize our work,
define our missions, and communicate with our campus communities?
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by Lisa Avery, University of California at Santa Barbara, Lisa Leit, University
of Texas at Austin, and Allison Perlman, New Jersey Institute of Technology
and Rutgers University-Newark

Using the rhetorical writing process approach for resumes, personal
statements, and cover letters

Professional Writing Consultations

When students come in to The University of Texas at Austin
Undergraduate Writing Center with documents which are geared toward
particular, post-baccalaureate professional goals, consultants are faced with a
very particular situation: on the one hand, writers are demonstrably more
invested in the outcome of the writing project–will it get me a job? Into
graduate school? Into the internship program?–and on the other hand, often
much less confident about their approach, and therefore somewhat more
dependent upon the consultant for evaluative feedback. In thinking about
consultations for professional writing, we find that although the basic strategies
we employ for other consultations work well, we also understand that the forms
of the documents and their intended audiences may present unique
challenges/approaches. In this paper, we will first examine three forms of
professional writing most commonly seen in writing center consultations:
resumes, cover letters, and personal statements. Because students’ quality of
professional writing often affects their chances of realizing their real world
goals, some consultants may feel compelled to step into the role of career
coach and feel somewhat responsible for the success or failure of the
consultees’ applications. To remove some of this unnecessary pressure, we
suggest strategies to approach professional writing consultations as an
opportunity to teach long term writing process-oriented skills.

Focusing on the process of writing–a generative cycle which
includes audience awareness, thoughtful planning, writing, and
revision–helps most students feel confident when approaching
any writing project.

Students who come in with resumes and cover letters are usually applying for
an internship, applying for a particular job, or are constructing a resume at a
professor’s request (either as preparation for writing a recommendation or as
preparation for the student’s professional career). Personal statements are
required by most graduate degree programs, as well as many scholarships and
some internships. In each case, students are learning how to present their
goals and experience to a professional audience in order to gain entry into a
particular, professional organization.

The stakes in such consultations are a bit different than academically-oriented



ones, both for the consultant and the consultee. Students imagine–and rightly–
these documents as providing entrance into a career of their choice and
consultants must navigate between their desire to help students achieve their
professional goals–even when that help is limited to working on a particular
document or set of documents–and their commitment to the practices of non-
evaluative, non-directive work at the UWC.

When training consultants how to work on professional documents, we focus on
ways to support both our desire to help students achieve their goals and our
desire to work within the parameters of good consulting practices by supporting
what we truly believe to be most beneficial for students coming in to the writing
center. Focusing on the process of writing–a generative cycle which includes
audience awareness, thoughtful planning, writing, and revision–helps most
students feel confident when approaching any writing project. In the case of
professional writing, we also find that most students eventually leave the center
feeling satisfied that their document is doing the work that they want it to–
many professional writing projects average three consultations.

It can be difficult in such consultations to learn how to provide valuable
feedback while remaining non-evaluative, thus it is important to remember that
“non-evaluative” can have somewhat fuzzy boundaries. On the one hand, we
want to provide constructive feedback about the clarity, appropriateness, and
content of any given essay, and on the other, we do not wish to give students
feedback about potential outcomes–grades, success in their chosen professional
field. Still, such feedback is often precisely the kind of comfort many students
are searching for. We recommend finding your own balance between
“counselor” and “consultant” by reminding students that while we can provide
useful assistance in helping them understand and accommodate their audience,
we are not their intended audience and thus cannot predict whether or not
these documents will have the desired effect. Remaining focused on the process
of writing–accommodating an audience, having a clear organizational method
and lucid prose–helps students to retain control over their own writing and
focus on the process, rather than the product, thus supporting our goals to help
students hone their overall writing skills.

Resumes and Cover Letters

A suggested approach for keeping consultations on resumes and cover letters
focused on the writing process is to focus on their rhetorical purpose and
context. The steps of one such strategy is outlined below:

Purpose Statement. Start by asking the consultee to articulate the purpose of
the documents and to keep it in mind throughout the consultation. As it is likely
that the student is attempting to obtain a job or position, ask the student to
think in terms of persuasion. A tool that might help students with this is: “In
this [resume/cover letter] I [describe how/provide evidence that]…”

Audience Assessment. Detail the people, or types of people the consultee is
attempting to persuade. Who is likely to be reading and/or evaluating the
documents? What are they likely to want to know (or not want to know!)? What
is likely to be important to them? What level of formality and tone is likely to be
expected?

[...O]ur goal is to help students become better writers over the
course of their lifetimes by using the writing they bring in as an
opportunity to model and teach effective writing-process-oriented



strategies that can be applied to writing they do in a variety of
rhetorical situations.

Establish Rhetorical Situation. Ask the consultee to assess the rhetorical
situation in order to determine the appropriate approach, tone, content, and
format of the resume and/or cover letter. Specifically, ask the student to
carefully read the wording of the position advertisement or posting and use the
stated information to brainstorm approaches together.

Use of Resources. Work with the student to ascertain whether the degree to
which expected formats, templates, and aesthetics should be adhered to. Use
any relevant writing center sources such as knowledgeable consultants,
handouts on resumes and cover letters, and library reference books. Encourage
the student to seek feedback and guidance from experts in the specific field
such as career counselors, friends and family, and professors.

Organization. Given their stated purpose, make sure that there is sufficient,
targeted supporting evidence. For example, if a student’s goal is to get a
research internship, ask her what she has done that either directly or indirectly
suggests she is a prepared and competitive candidate. With that goal in mind,
she may choose to describe her volunteer work in a laboratory setting and to
remove her summer job at Whataburger as it does not directly support her
goal. Remind students that resumes and cover letters are opportunities to
highlight their most relevant accomplishments and qualities. If in doubt, ask the
student how an experience is relevant, and get them to make the connection
for the reader. Was she a manager at Whataburger? Did she show up every day
on time? Was she employee of the month? What qualities relevant to her goal
do these aspects of her performance at that summer job demonstrate?

Visual Rhetoric. Organization and aesthetics matter a great deal in resumes and
cover letters; the visual rhetoric serves essentially the same function as an
introductory attention grabber in a thesis-driven essay. The extent to which the
document appeals to evaluators visually may influence how much attention the
content receives, and therefore how likely your consultees are to be seriously
considered for the positions to which they are applying. For most rhetorical
situations in most fields, creative fields such as film perhaps being the
exception, applicants are likely to be evaluated on the basis of how well their
professional documents reflect knowledge of the expected organizational and
aesthetic norms of the field. Academic resumes are quite different than
business resumes, for example. Another consideration is use of font, spacing,
and overall design. A strategy that may help students assess their use of design
is to hold the document up a foot or so in front of consultees’ faces and ask for
feedback. Is the font too small? Too zany? Are readers likely to be confused?
Does their name stand out enough?

Conclusion. For the conclusion, suggest that your consultees evaluate the
resumes and cover letters for the effectiveness of a “take home message.”
What is someone skimming the documents likely to walk away thinking about
or knowing about the author? How can this be strengthened in order to support
the overall persuasive goal?

Revision. Encourage students to seek revision support from a variety of
sources. Remind them to go back to their thesis to decide what to keep, what
to cut, and what to elaborate. Ask them to analyze how effective their content,
organization, and evidence are in achieving their purpose. Just as in all of our
UWC consultations, focus first on global, then sentence level concerns–



emphasize the importance of final proofreading after they have honed their
layout and content.

Personal Statements

The same writing process model strategies emphasizing a rhetorical approach
suggested in detail in the previous section for use with resumes and cover
letters also can be applied to consultations on personal statements. Just like
consultations on resumes and cover letters, ask students to assess their
audience, the rhetorical situation, and to analyze the prompt. Help them to
research field-specific templates using handouts, books in the writing center
library, and other consultants. Also feel free to go online with them to seek
further information. As personal statements are a bit more complicated for
students than resumes and cover letters, and vary according to the type of
application being submitted, the following suggestions may also be useful.

General Content. All programs are likely to want students to provide evidence
of:

tested motivation
knowledge of the school and specific program
the degree to which they are “good fits”
a solid sense of goals
communication skills
work ethic
personality
compatible values
relevant experience
commitment to profession

Graduate School. In these essays, readers are likely to look for specific stated
interests. Given the nature of graduate school, where students are required to
focus in depth on a subject area: What is the student interested in studying?
Who does the student want to work with? Encourage the consultee to
demonstrate knowledge of and interest in the field. This can be supported with
examples of research previously conducted and specific experiences and
personal aspects that support specialization.

Law School. Generally, attention-grabber stories are well received in law school
personal statements. They are also likely to be evaluated on the extent to
which ideas are logically organized and communicated.

Medical School. In these essays, an attention-grabber story is also considered
appropriate. Given the rigor of the path, it may be wise to emphasize the
commitment to the goal and convincing motivation.

Business School and Technical Training Programs. Personal statements for
business school generally take a succinct, straightforward tone and approach
and emphasize professional goals and relevant experience in the business
world.

Conclusion

This paper has suggested strategies for consultations on resumes, cover letters,
and personal statements. We hope using a writing process approach for
professional writing consultations will not only help consultations to be more
smooth and effective, but also help liberate consultants from the pressure of



being expected to serve as a career coach or counselor. Writing consultants are
not responsible for whether or not students get jobs or gain admission to
graduate school. We hope they will and wish them every success, but our goal
is to help students become better writers over the course of their lifetimes by
using the writing they bring in as an opportunity to model and teach effective
writing-process-oriented strategies that can be applied to writing they do in a
variety of rhetorical situations.

____________________

Lisa Avery

Lisa Avery received her Ph.D from the Department of English from The
University of Texas at Austin in 2007 and currently teaches for the Writing
Program at the University of California at Santa Barbara. Her scholarly
interests include examining the connections between space, narrative, and
experience in popular cultural texts; the rhetoric and politics of emotion; WAC
pedagogy and curriculum; and technology and pedagogy. She is pleased to be
living by the ocean.
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Office Manager of a New York City branch of an international law firm.
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Europe, Mexico, and South America. Lisa then obtained her Ph.D. in Human
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"Conversational Narcissism in Marriage," was published as a book in 2008 by
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The Merciless Grammarian spews his wrath on nasty problems of
grammar, mechanics, and style.

Drawing by Nathan Baran

O Great Grammarian:

My finance professor decided to fail most of the class on our first writing
assignment, “just to show us how important writing is.” He said that we should
have already learned how to write in freshman comp. When I pointed out that
our freshman comp class didn’t cover writing in finance, he said, “Good writing
is just good writing. Learn it once, and you’re set.” Is he right?

Written off like a capital loss,
Notker Vulpius

Master Vulpius:

I appreciate your sangfroid in writing to me. Having suffered the wrath of your
cruel-to-be-kind prof, you now run the risk of awaking the ire of the Merciless
One. That fury, however, is not leveled against you, dear Notker, but against
your misguided mentor.

Given the current economic quagmire, I find it ironic that your finance professor
of all people should advocate this lamentably typical form of outsourcing.
Writing, so the old saw goes, is a stand-alone skill. Once someone has
mastered it, he or she does not need to think about the subject again–not
unlike an inoculation against some dread disease. And the best people to
handle said writing are the “professionals” with the ink-stained hands and the
significantly lower salaries over in the English department.

If only Professor Attila would realize that writing is as much as part of his field
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as fourth-quarter projections and Sarbanes-Oxley. Contrary to his confident
pronouncement, what counts as “good” writing depends on the values and
goals of the discipline in which it circulates. Even I have been told (by one of
my laboratory assistants who unfortunately went missing soon afterward) that
my eloquent style may be inappropriate for certain kinds of scientific prose.
Saying that students should have learned to write somewhere else shirks
responsibility for a key aspect of one’s subject area.

My sage advice is to avoid your pedagogue’s gaff and develop your own sense
of how writing helps people in your field do their work. Compare the way you
are being asked to write with other things financial analysts do: interpret
market data, for example, or set up a spreadsheet. Rather than applying a one-
size-fits-all approach, determine specifically how you are being asked to write
for that particular audience. Don’t think that the kind of writing you did
interpreting the inimitable Poe’s masterpiece “Israfel” will necessarily work for
Security Regulations and Trading class.

Those of us who help writers like young Notker would also do well to avoid the
same mistaken assumptions. See what the writer is actually being asked to do
and try to develop a sense of what “good writing” looks like for his or her
discipline rather than imposing your own preconceived (and necessarily
discipline-specific) concept of writing.

There–I’ve had enough of being accommodating! I’ll have to vivisect something
just to make up for it.

The Still-Merciless One
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by Andy Bourelle, University of Nevada-Reno

Meeting the needs of different discourse communities in one writing
center

Andy Bourelle

We at the UNR Writing Center operate under the belief that each
discipline is its own discourse community, with its own styles,
forms, and purposes for writing.

On a typical day at the University of Nevada, Reno Writing Center,
students come to get help on papers for classes such as Management 321,
English 401, Biology 102, History 387, Women’s Studies 450, and Business
Administration 772. Students seek help on resumes and personal statements
for graduate school applications. And, of course, students from our first-year
composition classes–English 098, 101, and 102–are always well represented.
We tutor students from all over campus, from every discipline, and from every
level of instruction, from basic–or “developmental”–writing students in English
098 to people working on doctoral dissertations. It truly is a writing center
focused on helping writing across the curriculum, not just students in first-year
composition courses or a handful of writing-intensive courses. In fact, in an
average year, our writing center tutors between 5,000 and 6,000 students,
from about 300 different classes, representing every major on campus. About
46 percent of the students who utilize the UNR Writing Center are there for
first-year composition courses, and about 12 percent are graduate students,
with the remaining clients coming from a variety of 200-, 300-, and 400-level
courses. It’s also worth noting here that these students generally leave the UNR
Writing Center satisfied. Post-tutoring session surveys that we conduct always
reveal that more than 90 percent of students who visit the UNR Writing Center
say that the tutors they worked with either met or exceeded their expectations.

We at the UNR Writing Center operate under the belief that each discipline is its
own discourse community, with its own styles, forms, and purposes for writing.



So we’re quite proud of our ability to help so many students across the
university’s curriculum. My purpose in this article is to share with you three
ways to make a writing center successful at tutoring across the curriculum.
First, our staff is made up of some rather advanced tutors. Most of our twenty-
five tutors have at least a bachelor’s degree, if not MAs or even PhDs. And our
tutors often have teaching experience, either as current graduate student TAs
or part-time lecturers. The advanced nature of our tutoring staff helps ensure
that we can help a broad range of students, both from a variety of classes and
from all levels of instruction.

The second reason we’re able to help so many students is because we hire
tutors from all disciplines. Many writing centers, intentionally or unintentionally,
have tutoring staffs made up primarily of English students. At UNR, we try to
make sure that at least half of our staff members have specializations outside
of English. We have tutors with degrees in the sciences, social sciences,
humanities, business, and other academic areas. We try, to the extent possible,
to match students up with a tutor with the best disciplinary expertise for their
particular needs.

Even a PhD student in English isn’t necessarily well-equipped to help
undergraduates in biology, sociology, or other specialized majors. Learning to
write in those discourse communities is much like learning to speak, either
initially, as a child, or like an adult learning a second or third language. Writing
is inexorably linked to speaking and thinking, and in order to think, speak, and
write like a journalist, a biologist, an English professor, or a member of other
academic or professional communities, it takes an immersion into that
community. Considerable WAC scholarship supports this view.

The neophyte learns to not only write and speak but to think as a
member of the academic discourse community.

Russian Psychologist Lev Vygotsky, whose research into language development
has become influential to scholarship of the teaching of writing, came up with
the theory of the “zone of proximal development,” which is the distance
between the “actual development level” of a child and “the level of potential
development […] under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable
peers” (Mind in Society 86). In other words, the zone of proximal development
is the mental work that a child can do with the accompanying help of an adult.
Charles Bazerman has taken Vygotsky’s theory and applied the same language-
learning principles to learning in academic discourse communities. A new
student learning an academic language is a neophyte, Bazerman says, much
like Vygotsky’s child learning language for the first time (304). The neophyte
must gain understanding of knowledge as it exists and is created within the
shared community. As the neophyte is immersed and is learning the discourse
language, often her comments are interpreted through a broad and more
charitable view than a fluent, fully socialized speaker of the discourse language
would be allowed (305). What Vygotsky describes as the zone of proximal
development in language learning, Bazerman calls the hierarchy of expertise in
learning academic discourse languages (306). The neophyte learns to not only
write and speak but to think as a member of the academic discourse
community.

Other scholars have made similar observations concerning learning academic
discourse languages. Carol Berkenkotter, Thomas N. Huckin, and John
Ackerman studied a graduate student, with the pseudonym “Nate,” who entered



an empirical composition research program from a background of writing
creatively and teaching writing (218). After studying the changes in the diction,
syntax, and other writing features Nate used as he was immersed in the more
research-emphasized discourse community, the authors concluded that for
students in Nate’s situation, “making the transition […] involves a difficult
passage from one academic culture to another” (229-230). The researchers
added, “Developing communicative competence requires that they master the
ways of speaking, reading, and writing which are indigenous to the new culture”
(230). In Bazerman’s terminology, Nate was a neophyte who learned to not
only speak but to think as a member of the academic discourse community.
Berkenkotter et al. state that Nate was “struggling in his first assignments to
use a comfortable voice and style to address an uncomfortable and unfamiliar
writing assignment. As his training progressed, he learned through exposure,
practice and reinforcement to use a different voice and style” (230). The
authors point out that Nate was not a “linguistic chameleon” who could change
his voice and style to fit the occasion, simply pretending to be a fluent speaker
and writer in the community (230). Instead, he gained fluency through his
immersion.

Applying these WAC principles to a writing center setting, one can see that it
would be best if the tutors helping students learn to improve as writers are
members of the discourse communities of those being tutored. In other words,
if an undergraduate is climbing Bazerman’s hierarchy of expertise in a
specialized major, it would be best if the tutor helping the student was a
member of that discourse community.

Mark Waldo, the director of the UNR Writing Center, where I have worked for six
years as both a tutor and an administrator, has long been involved in an
ongoing writing assessment project at UNR, where the director meets with
faculty from different disciplines and discusses with them what they want to see
from their student writers. Then, readers assess the performance of the junior
and senior majors from the disciplines based on those disciplines’ values for
writing. The list of values also shows us at the UNR Writing Center that across
the university, disciplines have vastly different values for writing (these
discipline-based values are shown in Waldo’s book, Demythologizing Language
Difference in the Academy). The assessment project shows that values for
writing do not often cross disciplines; in other words, what makes writing good
in one discipline does not necessarily make it good in another.

It’s important that writing center administrators train their tutors
to recognize that they operate from their discipline’s sets of
values and that they shouldn’t impose those values on students of
other disciplines.

But while this WAC scholarship supports my argument that writing centers
should try to compile cross-disciplinary staffs, it also brings up a problem.
Regardless of whether a writing center staff is cross-disciplinary or made up
entirely of English students, if the center works with students across the
curriculum, then tutors will certainly, at one time or another, end up working
with a student from outside their areas of specialization. And it can be
dangerous if tutors make assumptions based on their own values for writing.
What if a tutor with a background in English urges a biology student to put
“voice” in her lab report? What if a tutor with a background in biology urges a
history student to use passive voice? What if a tutor with a background in



journalism says to an English student that all the vivid detail and originality in
the paper detracts from the student getting to her point more quickly and
clearly? There are endless examples of why tutors shouldn’t push their own
values for writing on to students from other disciplines–and just as many
examples of how they can inadvertently do this if they mistake what they value
in writing as givens for all disciplines.

This brings me to the third–and most important–way that writing centers can
help ensure that they are able to help the most students possible from across
the curriculum. And that is to teach your tutors to be aware of the differences
in cross-disciplinary purposes, forms, styles, and goals for writing. It is
impossible for all tutors to know how to write in the language of every
discipline. A cross-disciplinary staff is a part of the answer, but isn’t the only
answer; it can’t be.

It’s important that writing center administrators train their tutors to recognize
that they operate from their discipline’s sets of values and that they shouldn’t
impose those values on students of other disciplines. Administrators should
make awareness of cross-disciplinary difference a part of training workshops
and one-on-one mentoring. It’s very important that tutors do not pretend they
are experts in a type of writing that they’re not. Admitting to a student that you
don’t know the answer to her question or advising her to ask her teacher
instead of you will do far less damage than giving advice that is outright wrong,
contradicting what is valued in good writing in the student’s area of study. A
general understanding of writing across the curriculum can go a long way
toward making sure tutors give the best advice they can, and not give advice
that might seem helpful but really isn’t. The more a writing center staff has this
awareness, the better equipped it will be to handle students from every major
on campus and from every level of instruction. Not all writing centers can afford
to hire highly experienced graduate students or tutors with a variety of
specializations. But all writing centers can train their tutors to be aware of
writing differences across disciplines. And they should, if they want to truly
tutor across the curriculum.
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by Claudia Grinnell, University of Louisiana at Monroe

Revitalizing the writing center in a user-driven world

Claudia Grinnell

The Long Tail in a Flat World

Beginning with a series of speeches in early 2004 and culminating with
publication of a Wired article Chris Anderson describes how the long tail effects
current and future business models. Anderson later extended it into the book
The Long Tail: Why the Future of Business is Selling Less of More.

The concept of frequency distribution with long tails has been studied by
statisticians since the late 1940s. The distribution and inventory costs of
businesses like Amazon.com, eBay.com and Netflix allow the realization of
significant profits selling small volumes of hard-to-find items to many
customers, versus selling large volumes of popular items. Customers who buy
hard-to-find or "non-hit" items describe the demographic called the long tail.

What happens when you take Web 2.0 tools like blogs, wikis, chat
rooms, video conferencing and forums, mix them with a popular
open-source course management system, and apply this solution
to the writing center environment?

Given sufficient choices, large customer population, negligible stocking and
distribution costs, the selection and buying patterns result in a Pareto
distribution (also known as the 80-20 rule which indicates roughly 80% of the
effects come from 20% of the causes). The presence of the long tail suggests a
high freedom of choice will create a certain degree of inequality by favoring the
upper 20% of the items ("hits" or "head") against the other 80% ("non-hits" or
"long tail").



The key supply factor determining whether a sales distribution has a long tail is
the cost of inventory storage and distribution. If inventory storage and
distribution costs are insignificant, it is economically viable to sell relatively
unpopular products. When storage and distribution costs are high, only the
most popular products will be viable. Netflix’ business model is the traditional
example of the long tail: because Netflix stocks movies in centralized
warehouses, storage costs are minimized and distribution costs are the same
for a popular or unpopular movie. Netflix therefore builds a viable business
stocking a wider range of movies than the traditional movie rental store.

All well and good, one might argue: if a company sells widgets, this model
might make sense. But how would any of this translate into a non-physical
goods service sector environment like a writing center? Yet the social and
collaborative nature of writing itself and writing center work actually lends itself
to drawing on lessons from the long tail.

What happens when you take Web 2.0 tools like blogs, wikis, chat rooms, video
conferencing and forums, mix them with a popular open-source course
management system, and apply this solution to the writing center
environment? Sharewidely, H20Playlist, edublogs, readwritethink, and
Moodle are just a few of the platforms that allow tutors, tutees, professors,
parents, and general readers to share work beyond the confines of a classroom,
tutoring session, city, state, or even country. In these environments, the world
is indeed increasingly flattened and connected as described in Thomas
Friedman’s 2005 best-seller The World is Flat.

Web 2.0: Just How Many Webs are There?!

Coming to grips with Web 2.0 applications in writing center work is like trying to
figure out how to eat an elephant. Where does one start? A brief look at the
Web’s development provides assistance.

Less than ten years after going mainstream, the Web returns to its roots as a
read/write tool while entering a new, more social and participatory phase
(Gillmor). Many interactive features of the Web have merged into a trend many
call Web 2.0–“a new and improved Web.” This incarnation of the Internet blurs
the line between producers and consumers of content and shifts attention from
information access toward people access. New kinds of online resources–social
networking sites, blogs, wikis, and virtual communities–have allowed people
with common interests to meet, share ideas, and collaborate in innovative
ways. Web 2.0 offers a new kind of participatory medium ideal for supporting
multiple modes of learning.

The favorite format of the old Web was the portal, which, resembling a brick
and mortar shopping center, bundled as many thematic offerings as possible. In
the early years of Web commerce, the goal was to become an online shopping
center. While portal was the buzzword of the early internet, platform is the
keyword for the second act. Web 2.0, gives users a platform, a framework they
can use. The new Web breaks with the old casting of producer on one side and
consumer on the other side of the economic fence.

Many universities have not yet realized how this new technology will impact our
teaching and learning environments. The old “push” model of instructional
delivery is still in play, and although the learner-centered paradigm is not a new
idea, the traditional teacher-centered information transfer paradigm remains
entrenched, similar to the prevailing information-transfer paradigm where



teachers transfer “knowledge” to often passive, unengaged students.

This is an unfortunate state of affairs since the most profound impact of the
Internet, an impact yet to be fully realized, is its ability to support and expand
the various aspects of social learning. Social learning is based on the premise
that our understanding of content is constructed through conversations about
content through grounded interactions around problems or case studies.
Studies measuring student engagement show that students who are engaged
demonstrate sustained behavioral involvement in learning activities
accompanied by a positive emotional tone. They select tasks at the border of
their competencies, initiate action when opportunity exists, and exert intense
effort and concentration when implementing learning tasks. Participants
demonstrate positive emotions during ongoing action, including enthusiasm,
optimism, curiosity, and interest (Skinner 572).

In educational settings, social learning stands in sharp contrast to the
traditional Cartesian view of knowledge and learning–a view largely dominating
the way education was structured for well over a century. The Cartesian
perspective assumes knowledge is a substance, and pedagogy concerns the
best way to transfer this substance from teacher to student. By contrast,
instead of starting from the Cartesian premise of “I think, therefore I am,” and
from the assumption that knowledge is something that is transferred to the
student via various pedagogical strategies, the social view of learning says, “We
participate, therefore we are.”

In demand-side learning, universities will find gold veins of
motivated students either desiring to become a member of a
particular community of practice or just wanting to learn about,
make, or perform something.

Driven by the development of social learning theory and the advancement of
participatory web technologies, new opportunities are becoming apparent.
Learning theories, such as constructivism, social constructivism, and more
recently, connectivism, form the theoretical shift from instructor or institution-
controlled teaching to one of greater control by the learner (Siemens).

Web 2.0’s participatory focus is ideal for supporting multiple modes of learning
and for shifting the teacher-centered paradigm: consumers and producers of
information and knowledge share the stage as equals, fluidly, modifying
individual roles to become “prodsumers.” Web 2.0’s applications and platforms
allow us to build communities of learners in which knowledge is constructed
through conversation and interaction between all participants. Part and parcel
of bringing people together is locating a center toward which they can
gravitate. The writing center is historically, pedagogically, and philosophically
ideally situated to be such a place. Centers’ mission statements have changed
over the years, but the focus of the work was generally on conversation,
sharing, participation–all elements of commonality with Web 2.0.

Demand Push v. Demand Pull

The current economic downtrend in the United States has led many businesses
to adopt a reflexive contractive pose. Universities, too, have responded to
economic pressures with a “make more with less” attitude, trying to retrench,
slash, combine, outsource, and contract their way out of difficult times. While
the response might be instinctive and appeals to the need commonly described
as “belt-tightening,” it is also reactive and fear-based. Businesses that survive



and thrive in difficult times are those who resist the impulse to do the
expedient thing and continue to offer value and excellence. A quick look at
traditional news outlets illustrates the point. Mainstream media outlets are in a
steep slump across major desireable demographics (which are exactly those
who are also of interest to universities) compared to cable and internet media
outlets which are experiencing a substantial boom. Especially interesting is the
move away from the traditional evening news to “news on demand” where real
simple syndication (RSS) subscriptions allow the individual news consumer to
pull from a menu of available options. Menu-driven choices drive this model,
which is evidence people still “read” the news, just not in the traditional format.

The take-away here? Unless universities want to become the Katie Couric of
evening news--i.e. completely irrelevant to the user’s needs--they, too, need to
start accepting and eventually embrace a new approach to learning, one
characterized by a demand-pull versus traditional supply-push mode of building
up an inventory of knowledge in students’ heads. Course offerings and support
services such as writing centers must be varied and matched with individual
needs, not demographic trends. Just-in-time delivery of courses (both
traditional and non), needs precedence over printed catalogues indexing
courses planned five years ago.

Many writing students focus exclusively on the product, the
graded essay, which they have been conditioned to think of in
some way as damaged, insufficient, or just plain wrong.

In demand-side learning, universities will find gold veins of motivated students
either desiring to become a member of a particular community of practice or
just wanting to learn about, make, or perform something. The demand-pull
approach might appear to be extremely resource-intensive. But Web 2.0’s vast
and cost-effective platforms provide support for multiple learning styles and
personal(ized) learning spaces.

In terms of what writing centers can value add to this proposition, the answer
is: quite a lot. As soon as user-centered spaces of learning are created,
information starts flowing: more freely, more democratically, creating a rich
intellectual commons. Social media tools don’t make the conversation; they
support it. By understanding how social media support the human desire for
conversation, writing centers can open up vibrant interactions between
individuals and communities that transcend their own geographical boundaries.

Writing Center Work: Starting Conversations in the Long Tail

Many writing students focus exclusively on the product, the graded essay, which
they have been conditioned to think of in some way as damaged, insufficient, or
just plain wrong. They worry about small errors and often arrive at the
doorstep of a writing center, clutching papers, asking: “Can someone proofread
this for me?” “This” is a completely detached product for these students,
something viewed as alien and frightening. Often, these writers do not see
themselves as writers at all, but as beings outside the walls of the academy. A
vicious cycle begins: a writer who expects to fail and at every turn finds his or
her worries and fears confirmed.

But with that first step into a writing center, a paradigm shift can be set into
motion: when the writer understands that we are all in “this” together; that the
conversation between a writer and a reader is continuous; that they, too, have
a voice in this conversation; that they, too, are part of the academy, in fact are



this community–a community which emerges from conversations. Yet as long
as a writing center defines its space physically and locally rather than non-local
and ideally, its possibilities remain limited. Writing centers can offer both local
and non-local (i.e. virtual) places where “multiple channels for engagement,
communication, collaboration, modeling, data visualization and simulation,
sound and spatial relationships, language immersion, and opportunities for
crossing physical, geographical, and even temporal boundaries” can be made
available (Jarmon).

Lipman speaks of a “community of inquiry” and Wenger of a “community of
practice” to show how members of a learning community both support and
challenge each other, leading to effective and relevant knowledge construction.
Wilson has described the characteristics of participants in online communities as
having a shared sense of belonging, trust, expectation of learning, and
commitment to participate in and to contribute to the community.

The world of expert, clearly-defined, and well-organized knowledge articulated
by ancient philosophers and illuminated by subsequent thinkers, has given way
to continual flux. Kress and Pachler sense, “…what we have here is a transition
from a stable, settled world of knowledge produced by authority/authors, to a
world of instability, flux, of knowledge produced by the individual” (207). Of
course, this view of knowledge is controversial and challenged by those who
find the shift from expert to amateur knowledge producers unsettling (Gorman;
Keen).

Writing centers offering not only computers and tutors, but also reading rooms,
collaboration suites, podcast centers, study zones, coffeebreak and chat places,
social spaces to put up your feet and zone out for a minute or two will find their
work in the long tail highly rewarding. Writing centers that allow students to
pull from available options those that are useful, necessary, and even fun
embrace the broad-spectrum of learning situations, becoming both
communities of practice and personal(ized) learning spaces–a limitless space.
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I often ask aspiring secondary English teachers in my methods courses what
they can tell me about writing instruction. They almost always identify a
number of essential best practices: careful assignment guidelines that describe
rationale, product, and process; clear student-friendly criteria; models students
can relate to; specific feedback that is diagnostic in nature; and opportunities
for revision. I then ask them to create a chronology of those practices, blocking
out instructional days that correspond to those activities. Most of them are
surprised to learn that all of these are either prewriting or post-first-draft
strategies. When I ask them to examine the middle portion of their instructional
period, they discover that the actual drafting stage is often absent of teacher
intervention. Teaching while students are actually drafting–what we might call
real-time instruction as opposed to pre-writing or teaching after the fact–is
relatively rare and for many an awkward business that seems to defy the
deliberate steps that characterize other phases of the process. And while many
high school teachers rely on the individual conference as a critical aspect of
process, most see this step as a post-draft activity not as something that
happens simultaneously with the creation of text. What is even more
remarkable is that so few refer to composition instruction that occurs while
writers are drafting work in a lab equipped with computers. However, once the
writing center model is introduced, opportunities for meaningful conference and
collaboration increase dramatically.



English teachers who do have access to a writing center are most likely to use a
whole class instructional model. Typically, they introduce assignments in a
conventional classroom then move all students to a lab for the drafting stage
over the following days. There are many ways to structure this. Sometimes two
or three days of drafting are followed by a return to the classroom, perhaps to
share drafts or allow the instructor to focus on a particular issue; the whole
class then returns to the lab for more drafting. Some teachers prefer to collect
partially completed drafts to provide a quick read midway through the
assignment, make whatever course corrections are necessary and then return
to the writing center for the final stages. Others like to see the majority of the
assignment done in the center, and once they are satisfied that students are on
the right track, allow for the assignment to be completed independently.

I ask them to imagine the uselessness of watching players take
layups on a basketball court, having them return to the
classroom, and telling them what adjustments should be made on
the following day when they return to the court. And yet, this is
precisely what we do with writing instruction when we read and
comment on drafts.

The essential aspect of high school writing center instruction, however, is the
opportunity for immediate intervention at that moment when students writers
are most in need, and a teacher’s active role in guiding students throughout
this phase is critical. Under these circumstances, real-time instruction takes
many forms: reading over an introduction, prompting for a more apt example,
or helping to devise a strategy for a more effective argument. In some schools,
an additional English teacher, preferably a writing center specialist, may be
present; this, of course, improves the chances that all students will have an
individual conference while examining an emerging text. Ideally, the writing
center consultant becomes a collaborator with the primary classroom teacher. A
professional discussion about the purpose of the assignment, criteria or rubrics
used, and individual students who may require a differentiated strategy is
indispensable. Students who established a positive working relationship with
the consultant are also more likely to seek her out during free periods or return
on their own initiative to work on non-English class assignments.

There can be no doubt that writing instruction has received increased attention
in the past twenty years, and secondary English teachers are more likely than
ever before to see writing instruction on an equal par with the teaching of
literature. Most of them, however, continue to envision writing as something
that is done at home. When it is done in class, it is usually as a “rough copy”
paper and pencil task that is periodically monitored, and then redrafted at
home on a computer. However, this model limits the possibilities for conferring
over an emerging text or having students work in collaboration.

For classroom teachers who have access to a writing center, the nature of
instructional intervention changes. The most obvious difference with real-time
writing instruction is the sense of immediacy. Bonnie Sunstein refers to this as
a liminal state of in-betweenness where we “enter a tangled tension between
our students, their texts, their readers, ourselves, our texts, and our readings
of their texts” (14). Once a student’s writing is visible on a computer screen, it
becomes subject to a variety of real-time exchanges that involve listening,
speaking, correction, affirmation, revision and much more. That intervention
can come in the form of the sublime — more meaningful one-to-one discussions



of how to be rhetorically effective — or the ridiculous -- reminding students that
they can’t easily quote the text for support if it’s at the bottom of their
backpack.

High school writing centers also create a very different instructional dynamic,
putting the teacher in motion around the room with the vantage point of being
able to look at screens for a few minutes at a time or to sit next to a student
and read text together. Under these circumstances the clichÃ©d and little-
followed advice to read your text aloud becomes a reality. None of this comes
automatically, of course, but with repeated visits to the lab and a consistent
protocol of reviewing on-screen work, students and teachers quickly become
accustomed to a facilitator model and a method of assessment occurring
simultaneously with instruction.

Some teachers balk at this, worrying that reading over a student’s shoulder or
asking to sit alongside and read what has just been written creates an
uncomfortable intrusion that inhibits more than it helps. Indeed if students
haven’t experienced this method of conferencing, they may initially be
reluctant. Preparing them for what to expect is an important first step. I ask
students to tell me what a diving coach does when observing divers or a
baseball coach watching participants in a batting cage. These are familiar
experiences, and everyone accepts that the advice and feedback must be
immediate to be useful. I ask them to imagine the uselessness of watching
players take layups on a basketball court, having them return to the classroom,
and telling them what adjustments should be made on the following day when
they return to the court. And yet, this is precisely what we do with writing
instruction when we read and comment on drafts. With high school students,
suggestions for revision may or may not be understood and may or may not be
executed when one or more days lapse. Writing center conferences close the
time gap and allow for immediate action on the student’s part and the
opportunity for an equally immediate informal assessment by the teacher.

In the process of talking ideas through, students and teachers
alike become engaged in a thought process that is more
developed than the fleeting effect of classroom discourse.

The greatest benefit of the writing center approach is the way in which it
transforms the substance of student-teacher conferences. Longer, more
frequent, and more meaningful exchanges occur when the ideas influenced by
those conferences can be acted on instantaneously. Concepts only touched
upon in class discussions or those that take place over a paper draft seldom
have the same impact or precision when it comes to clarity of expression,
attention to diction, and precision of meaning. In the process of talking ideas
through, students and teachers alike become engaged in a thought process that
is more developed than the fleeting effect of classroom discourse. Such
conferences are also less likely to deteriorate into the excessive “teacher talk”
that characterizes much of the dialogic space of a classroom as discourse gives
way to teacher review (Anagnostopoulos, Smith, & Nystrand 6). The imminent
and expected result of the student’s writing mitigates this outcome. Moreover,
because the conference is personalized and linked to text creation,
conceptualization and language are also more closely linked.

Early in my career as a writing center instructor, I found that a nimble office
chair with well-oiled castors was indispensable. In effect I was engaging in a
series of rapid consultations with individual members of an entire class. Anyone



entering the room would be likely to see me in motion moving from one
monitor to another and perhaps making as many as fifteen or twenty checks.
The range and variety of these conferences is one of the delightful aspects of
this kind of teaching. Secondary English teachers often feel guilty about what
they don’t do with respect to discreet language skills such as grammar, usage
and punctuation. They understand the limited value of correction if a student is
unable to conceptualize a recommendation (Dornan, Rosen & Wilson 25).
Caught between a knowledge that such instruction is seldom useful unless
contextualized and the paucity of models that demonstrate the right way to do
it, they are likely to fall back on classroom worksheets or despair altogether.
Over time, writing center instruction addresses this issue in a way that is both
genuine and effective. I have had more opportunities to demonstrate parallel
construction or lack of pronoun agreement during those quick screen checks
than in a lifetime of grammar lessons. Even more satisfying is the fact that my
context is the individual student’s own writing. In this conference-intensive lab
environment grammatical questions arise less as matters of correctness than as
expressions of style and distinctive voice (House 98).

Finally, high school writing centers offer unparalleled opportunities for
collaboration. One useful practice is to ask a student who is stuck to take a walk
around the room in order to read the work of a willing peer. Part of my
classroom ethos has always been that we can benefit from hearing and reading
each other’s work. Far more damage is done by cultivating an environment of
proprietary secrecy, and I am pleased when students go so far as to make
suggestions to each other to check out a particular website or article. I have
also known the extraordinary pleasure of watching two students who have read
each other’s work disagree over an interpretation or the relevance of some
evidence in support of a position. This kind of collaboration results in clearer
thinking and more conscious writing because it provides an immediate dialogic
space (Kitsis 32). It is also an example of scholarship in its truest form.

When it comes to writing instruction, good high school teachers recognize how
much depends on a classroom culture that is deliberately and gradually defined.
Writing classrooms are effective, to the degree that they are immediate and
dynamic, providing not only instructional guidance but real-time audiences.
Writing centers, of course, are essential to this kind of teaching and learning.
The Facebook generation, accustomed to sharing in a social context can also be
receptive to a more academic notion of sharing, but none of this happens
without teacher intervention.
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